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Preparing for the Next 150 Years of
Agricultural Communications
Tracy Irani and David L. Doerfert

Abstract

On the 150th anniversary of the land grant system, the authors examined the history, current situation and potential future of agricultural communications as an academic discipline. Their review
highlights the past history of the field, focusing on the evolution of agricultural communications from
print based journalism to a field that encompasses strategic communications, marketing and branding, public relations and online and social media. The authors also look ahead to the next 150 years,
offering ideas as to how students will be prepared academically in the future and how the structure
of academic departments may change to focus on inter and transdisciplinary “issue response teams”
designed to more effectively address complex issues and problems across disciplinary boundaries.

Keywords

agricultural communications, history, influencing factors, future directions

Introduction

Agricultural communications is an academic discipline and a professional field whose historical
roots extend as far back as the passage of the Morrill Act of 1862 and even earlier. It can be argued
that the process of communicating about farm practices can be traced back to the early development
of agrarian societies (Telg & Irani, 2012). For example, John Stuart Skinner began publishing the
American Farmer, the first regularly printed farm journal, in 1819; the Farmer’s Almanac was first
published in 1792 and is still in publication today.
These early examples of what came to be called agricultural journalism, the precursor to agricultural communications, begin to illustrate how the field evolved from the need to provide isolated
rural audiences with information on farming and home management topics (Tucker, Whaley &
Cano, 2003). Over the next two centuries, agricultural journalists and editors expanded their role of
providing primarily printed information to an audience comprised of agricultural producers, growers,
and rural community members to include broadcast and eventually online dissemination to increasingly diverse audiences. Today, agricultural communicators include those who provide the news as
well as those who advocate, publicize, and promote on behalf of agriculture and natural resources
organizations in the private and public sectors.

Historical trends

Agricultural communications as a field of practice evolved from agricultural journalism, itself
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a specialized form of print and broadcast news journalism that is strongly associated with science
journalism and communications. Some of the first agricultural communicators were scientists in
land grant universities who wrote about their research for agricultural publications targeted to lay
audiences (Boone, et al, 2000). This was also the era when major newspapers began to employ farm
writers and farm trade publications started publishing magazines that reached wide audiences. By
the early 1900s, Iowa State University would offer the first course in agricultural journalism. In the
1920s, the development of radio made farm broadcasting a reality, first exclusively on radio, later also
via agriculturally oriented television shows, many of which were produced and disseminated at land
grant universities throughout the country.
This “golden era” of mass media-based agricultural journalism was short lived. According to
Telg and Irani (2012), the introduction of new technologies like the personal computer in the 1980s
drastically changed how agricultural communicators delivered their messages.
Communicators once had to physically cut and paste clip art onto paper to make graphic
designs. With the advent of the computer, software programs could be used to make graphics easily and quickly. Video producers had to learn to use computers to edit their video
programs. (p. 8).
In the 1980s and 1990s, as an economic downturn precipitated consolidation of the farm broadcast industry, new communications technologies in the form of the Internet and the World Wide
Web began to take shape (Tucker, Whaley & Cano, 2003). The advent of new technology-based
communications channels led many companies and public sector agricultural organizations to hire
communications practitioners and former journalists to help navigate this more complicated terrain
and to advocate on behalf of their interests.
Today, as members of the public with a direct connection to agriculture continue to decline in
numbers, the role of strategic communications in agriculture has become increasingly more important, and the skill set of agricultural communications practitioners has come to range from traditional
journalistic writing and reporting to media production, print and web design, social media, public
relations, advertising and marketing. This shift in the skill set of the modern agricultural communications practitioner has been made necessary, even essential, as a result of the major changes in
audiences for agricultural information. Traditionally, audiences for agricultural information were
agrarian/rural based, and they were looking for information and informal education on techniques
and technologies to improve production agriculture practices. Extension educators delivered much
of this information, using traditional channels, supported by communications practitioners who focused on tactical implementation of communications products such as newsletters, magazines, and
pamphlets. The farm press contributed to this effort with publications and news shows aimed at
producers, growers, and their vendors and suppliers (Telg & Irani, 2012).
Today, however, digital online media have not only changed the tools of communications practitioners; they has also facilitated the advent of the 24/7 news information cycle and the “citizen
journalist.” News and information, both credible and not, are now freely available from a multitude
of online channels. Consumers looking for agricultural information have both more—in the form
not only of credible, science-based information, but also advocacy and public opinion taking various
sides on agricultural and natural resources issues and practices, and also less—in that, as a result of
consolidation and convergence of news, there are fewer farm beat reporters, news outlets and, ulti-
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mately, trustworthy sources of unbiased information.
Currently, social and demographic changes, combined with the explosion in new communication technologies and the growth of the animal treatment and environmental advocacy movements
have contributed to a significant perceptual and public opinion shift toward agriculture. In the past
150 years, opinion has shifted from understanding and support, based on the fact that, historically,
most people grew up on or near a farm, to a lack of understanding and a yearning for mythical stereotypes of what a farm is. “Shoppers’ perceptions of agriculture are largely based on clouded childhood memories, second-hand information and the occasional horror story in the media” (Godfrey
& Wood, 2003). It has almost become a cliché to say that less than 2% of the U.S. population is
employed in some form of agriculture, but in practical terms what this has come to mean is that
there is a growing disconnect, what some have termed a “green divide” between those in agriculture
and members of the general public. This green divide has begun to inspire the industry, through
its communications practitioners, to strive to develop greater awareness and understanding between
producers and consumers (Goodwin, Chiarelli, & Irani, 2011). That greater understanding is being
built on a shared foundation of academic research and informed practice—the purview of modern
agricultural communications academic programs in higher education. But while these programs
have continued to grow and evolve, will they have the capacity and resources needed to make a difference for the next 150 years? How will historical and current trends in the political, scientific, social
and cultural spheres impact agricultural communications as a discipline and a profession now and in
the future ahead?

Current situation for the discipline

The first 150 years of agricultural communications saw our profession evolve along with the U.S.
economy, the agriculture and natural resources industry, and the land grant system. As our nation
transitioned from its agrarian roots through the industrial age to today's information-based economy,
our audiences, their needs, and the channels used to meet those needs have also changed. Within the
academy, academic programs in agricultural journalism have given way to “comprehensive” agricultural communications programs that cover strategic communications, new and social media, public
relations and marketing in addition to writing, editing and production of mass media. The current
number of such programs has increased, to more than 30 in the U.S. currently, and enrollment of
undergraduates and graduate students into agricultural communications programs has never been
greater.
But while these are good things to congratulate ourselves about, the profession faces many sustained, long-term challenges that must also be considered with the changes in the industry and
the public. In colleges and universities in the U.S., the majority of agricultural communications
programs are typically located in integrated agricultural education departments, where our discipline exists as a “concentration” or “specialization” through which students may take anywhere from
a handful of courses to a full program of study. A few programs around the country are located in
generalized social sciences departments or in departments within colleges or schools of journalism
outside a college of agriculture.
In most cases, at both the undergraduate and graduate levels, agricultural communications students must take courses from other areas of the departments in which they are located, or in other
schools or colleges to supplement their “ag comm” courses. This makes it harder to develop cohesion
in curricula for students and harder for the relatively fewer agricultural communications faculty in
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an integrated agricultural education department to impart to students the knowledge and expertise
needed for modern practitioners. Typically, there are not more than two or three agricultural communications faculty members in a given academic department, with many programs still employing
a single agricultural communications faculty member who serves as a “one-man (or woman) band”
teaching all of the courses in the program. Given the diverse skill sets needed in modern communications practice, the success of this approach even in departments with more than one agricultural
communications faculty member is difficult, given the typically heavy teaching loads of such faculty
members and limited time for research or advising graduate students.
Further, because of the tightening of resources generally and the fewer available faculty in most
departments who can teach agricultural communication courses, many departments have sought to
create efficiencies through the dual listing of courses at the undergraduate and graduate levels or
programs of study that rely on course work taken outside the department and college. Although this
problem is not entirely unique to us, it is unclear what the potential consequences for our overall effectiveness may emerge from these efficiency efforts. Will this dilute our curricula making it harder
to establish a philosophical foundation of our own? Will this weaken agricultural communications
as a field that stands on its own to the point that it is just another form of applied communications that belongs in journalism and communications? Can we answer this question decisively and
empirically? Doing so will be important if we want to maintain our identity as a discipline and a
profession in the years ahead.
Another issue we face in agricultural communications is the influence of lack of seniority in the
profession. Though we go back 150 years or more, we are still a relatively young discipline in the
respect that there are very few senior faculty in our academic departments in the U.S. There are
currently no more than a handful of full professors in our field, and that is a gradual improvement
from just a decade ago. In most disciplines, full professors contribute greatly to the research imperative, becoming senior scholars who can inspire big ideas and greatly enhance the quality and impact
of scholarly effort. In our field, full professors typically have heavy teaching/advising/extension
appointments and often share in administrative responsibilities as well. As a consequence, much
of our published research is the product of multiple author teams and graduate student led thesis
or dissertation projects. Very few articles published in the Journal of Applied Communications, the
acknowledged journal for academic researchers in agricultural communications, are single authored.
Currently, very few of the small number of full professors in agricultural communications have significant research appointments and/or active research programs.
The good news is that significant progress on developing the quality and productivity of our
research has been made by the young assistant and associate professors that have been hired in the
past decade. These young faculty, schooled in graduate programs that emphasize the importance of
research and rigor in methodological practice, will likely become our true scholars in the future. But
for now, senior faculty members such as the authors of this article have been known to ask themselves, “Do we have any scholars currently? We have professors but do we have scholars?”

What does this mean?

Over the past 150 years, including our more recent past, we have seen countless changes in how
agricultural communicators complete their work, including how we work in a higher education environment. This has created opportunities for us to grow our discipline, but this has not been without
its challenges. Academically speaking, it is hard to nurture and develop top tier research faculty
Published by New Prairie Press, 2017
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when even college-level colleagues sometimes view us as communications-centric personnel who
create brochures and web sites. The nature of our research sometimes contributes to this impression.
Much of our research focuses on the processes of communication and the effects of media. The
theories of communications we follow come from our parent disciplines and allied fields. There are
no theories that relate specifically to agricultural communications; everything we do is applied. This
might mean we may never be able to call one of our own a scholar in the true academic sense of the
term, but despite the applied nature of our field, the authors of this article are optimistic about the
quality of, and potential for, an increase in scholarship in agricultural communications.
As our practitioner colleagues will probably be quick to point out, there is a lot about what we do
to communicate about agriculture that still needs to be discovered. We are in a time when agriculture has never been under greater pressure, when audiences have never been so varied and when the
stakes have never been higher. The future of agriculture in this country may actually depend on our
ability to understand how to communicate more effectively and convey the importance and value of
agriculture to non-agriculture audiences. Yet, as communicators, we too often still use the one-way
dissemination model, and are still conveying the twentieth century agricultural model of big production and heavy inputs, while our audiences want agriculture in a variety of different ways, including
local, organic, and non-GMO. As a society, we are dependent on the food and fiber system, yet many
in society have an uneasy relationship with it.

In the year 2163 (or 150 years from now)

So where do we go from here? The 1969 song by Zagar and Evans, titled In the Year 2525,
warned of the dangers of technology, portraying a future in which the human race was destroyed by
its own technological and medical innovations. For example, one verse goes:
“In the year 3535
Ain't gonna need to tell the truth, tell no lie
Everything you think, do and say
Is in the pill you took today.”
The last stanza of the song suggests mankind undergoes a continuing cycle of birth, death and
rebirth. Perhaps this is the case with agricultural communications in that we are about to experience
a new birth within our discipline. Our early history grounded exclusively in print and face-to-face
communication practices evolved into one driven by changes in technology used to share information. Are current forces creating a yet undelivered rebirth for our discipline? If yes (and the authors
contend this is the case), what might that new discipline look like? It is safe to say that today’s
technologies have connected the citizens of this planet in ways never before seen to the point of us
witnessing how the use of social media can influence behavior on issues and problems previously
thought to be out of reach (e.g. the political uprising in Egypt in January 2011). This political uprising was not led by professionally trained journalists but by individuals equipped with technology.
With this in mind, the phrase “think globally, act locally” has evolved into “think AND act globally”
and may serve as the new DNA for our discipline.
If we apply this new DNA to our research efforts, what will we find? You will find a discipline
that is moving out of our single-focused box to one that is involved in transdisciplinary teams tackling the issues and problems associated with the challenges of a growing planet. For example, to
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feed the 2.4 billion people that the United Nations estimates (2011) will be added to the planet by
2050 will require changes for agriculture, given that no additional land resources are likely to emerge
and that feeding this expanded population would increase water demand 70 to 90 percent without
improved agricultural methods. We must admit today that no one discipline, including ours, is going
to solve this problem and that disciplines will need to combine their talents and resources to achieve
success.
Preparation of professionals
For our discipline to be successful in these transdisciplinary teams, we must alter the DNA of
our graduates, including our future faculty. While we have been arguably successful at evolving the
skills set of the graduates over the past 150 years, we have done so in the isolation of our discipline.
While we must understand and adjust our efforts to increase the capacity of our graduates to operate
within transdisciplinary teams—whether the graduate is a university faculty member or is employed
in another capacity outside the ivy walls of our campuses.
To achieve this end, we need to move beyond the limitations of our own departments and programs to “think AND act globally.” As such, we must break the traditions associated with the locally
delivered, locally served model to better utilize the talent and expertise found across ours and other
disciplines to improve instruction at undergraduate and graduate education. Current means such as
visiting fellows or electronically sharing courses begin this process of sharing expertise across institutions, but these likely represent the tip of the proverbial iceberg. To understand how much more is
possible begins with the motivation to uncover what remains hidden from our current understanding. Regardless of the means, when we make the effort to see what might be possible, we can realize
a greater number of true agricultural communications courses at both the undergraduate and graduate levels leading to an improved DNA for our discipline.
And, although we use field, discipline, and profession interchangeably to describe where we are in
agricultural communications, we need to thoughtfully examine the distinction between these terms
and what that means to the future preparation of our faculty and practitioners. Refusing to do so
may be a barrier to fully reaching our future potential.
Structure
But let us not limit the restructuring of our DNA to our academic preparation. If we examine
the structure of our administrative homes, we may find ourselves in a multi-unit apartment complex, versus a single family home living and working towards a singular goal. If we are to be actively
involved in transdisciplinary teams, then how university departments are structured should reflect
that work approach. As such, we may see a shift from a structure clustered around degree programs
to one that allows individuals to focus their collective talents and abilities on issues through their
research and potentially multi-disciplinary instructional efforts. Figure 1 illustrates the potential of
this center-like structure, creating the potential for issue response teams with representation from
each of the human dimensions in that department. These teams could then seek to combine with
others external to the department to address current and future issues facing agriculture and society.
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Figure 1
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Figure 1: Potential Restructuring to Facilitate Transdisciplinary Research and Teaching at the
University Level

	
  

While Zagar and Evans leapt from the year 2525 to another 7,070 years into the future, we will
not attempt such an Olympian feat. Rather, we hope that our words serve to stimulate thoughtful
discussion of our future. With the belief that our future will be different from today, we must lead
and shape that change, versus waiting for undesired changes to be placed upon us. Let us begin the
discussion with the mindset that our work must evolve, our department structures need to change,
and our degree programs must change to meet the needs of today of tomorrow. Perhaps in 150 years,
our descendants will write the next version of Zagar and Evans song.
In the year 2163,
What we envisioned is now for all to see,
While technologies have come and gone
Agricultural communications is still growing strong!
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Harnessing Science to Strengthen
Communication of Scientific Findings
K. Robert Kern
Remembrances of an ACE member who was around when it
started to happen.

Extension appointments accounted for most of the agricultural editors from the early days of
activating the Smith-Lever Act (1914) that created the three-way sponsorship of agricultural extension¬. A lot of experiment stations had research editors before that, but interest was stronger in serving other researchers than users of new technology. Some state extension services had editors already,
mainly at the state\agricultural college. In fact, some of these editors had created their own interest
group in 1913—before the Smith-Lever Act was passed; they called it the American Association of
Agricultural College Editors; AAACE—Ace long before the name changes of the 1970s and later.
Most of those writer-editors in AAACE came to the college offices from backgrounds in commercial print media or from journalism departments at the sponsoring colleges. Along with the research
and organization specialists they served at state and county levels, extension appointees, including
the writer-editors, understood the two goals they were charged to support under the federal extension act: (1) to disseminate “useful and practical” information and (2) to “encourage” its application.
From the beginning, then, the extension writer-editors understood that they focused on behavioral change in target audiences—they were not simply news reporters. They looked largely into their
own upbringing to know and understand behavior of their primary audiences—many agricultural
editors were reared on farms, home economics editors in farm homes; their strategy for communicating and influencing through communication was home-grown. Their application of science might
have included the Scientific Method to state and analyze a problem, consider alternative solutions,
then choose and activate one (or more) of those solutions.
That was the “science” that Hadley Read, one of the great AAACE innovators of the mid-20th
Century, brought to his ag journalism class at the University of Illinois in 1948.
Some people in other fields were exploring science in search of ways to influence audience behavior. Political scientists seemed the most prominent. The journalist-columnist Walter Lippmann
had in 1922 written of stereotypes as behavioral factors, people’s short cut to making sense of complex policies and people—pictures in their heads. A PR man named Lee had converted the image of
Robber Baron John D. Rockefeller to a kindly old grandpa by having him hand out shiny new dimes
to kids. George Gallup, at the University of Iowa, had created the Gallup Poll for gauging public
opinion; German immigrant Dr. Rudolf Flesch, and some others, were studying how to improve
understandability of the written word. These people were using science to study communication.
A nephew of Sigmund Freud, Edward Bernays, had pulled together his scientific views on how to
influence people in a small book in 1947 under the title of The Engineering of Consent.
The big boom in communication science in this country came as an adjunct of the World War
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II effort: the Yale studies of human communication yielded experimental data about factors of communicator credibility; relative strengths in order of presentation for influencing audiences, and lots
more. Several publications were using science to measure factors affecting audience attention and
readership. One of the earliest and most successful of these was an Iowa friend of George Gallup,
Don Murphy, editor of Wallace’s Farmer magazine, created years earlier by ancestors of the fabled
family of Henry A. Wallace, the New Deal Secretary of Agriculture. Not all editors took to the idea:
one, Ben Hibbs, editor of Saturday Evening Post, I think, wrote his opinion under a title something
like, “You can’t edit a magazine by arithmetic.” (Of course, he had to admit later that “arithmetic” had
a lot to offer.)
I did my own first searches for scientific literature in human communication in 1951. I remember
reading Rensis Likert’s first article, getting interested in, and using the Likert five-point scale for
measuring attitude. Attitude scales and Chi-Square for statistics seemed our useful tools. However,
as a grad student and staff member at Iowa State, I soon came under the spell of Snedecor’s Statistical
Methods—Snedecor, of course, was the fellow who created the F Test of significance for the Britisher,
Fisher’s, analysis of variance, the workhorse for measuring confidence in experimental results.
At the time, a number of land-grant universities were offering courses, some giving degrees, in
agricultural journalism—Iowa State’s was the first with a course in 1907 and a degree after 1914.
Only a handful had research programs going—essentially to serve those who were after advanced
degrees in the field and had to write a thesis. Wisconsin and Cornell seemed to lead the pack at the
time, as far as I knew. Iowa State was in it to a degree, although it had no committed researcher on
its journalism faculty.
The Wisconsin Ag Journalism people, led by the legendary Bryant E. Kearl (a Ph.D. in political
science) were doing some process research and a lot of what Bry called “administrative studies: ” who
was getting and reading newsletters?, what were dairymen’s information sources?, what was the best
time to reach farmers with radio?, etc.
It must have been 1952 when I got almost a 70% return to a mail survey on where farmers
learned of an outlying research farm field day—using personalized follow-up letters. Lester A. Schlup, then head of the information group in Federal Extension Service, included my little article in his
weekly newsletter to the state editorial offices. Such reports were showing up now and then, also in
the infrequent AAACE newsletters.
Interest in communication research was popping up in many places; like bits of yeast in bread
dough, pockets of fermentation started. In 1952, Dutch Elder, the editor in Iowa and one of AAACE’s
gifted statesmen, got a USDA contract to produce and broadcast a series of economics programs on
the then-new television medium: could you “teach” economic principles on television. I was assigned
part-time to do the audience research—concurrent telephone surveys of samples drawn by then-new
area-sampling techniques invented by a student of Snedecor at Iowa State.
That project, and Dutch Elder, got me a research-reporting slot on a regional AAACE meeting
at Purdue University (shortly after Ralph Reeder began his time there); also on the program of the
national meeting at Berkeley in 1953. I think it was at Berkeley where we had a small research committee session; one of the guys there was Minnesota’s Phil Tichenor, then a grad student at nearly
Stanford University—there were others whom, sadly, I no longer remember; one was probably Bob
Ames from Cornell, a stalwart in the ag communication program there—his chief, Bill Ward, was
AAACE president that summer.
These were the times when some dreamers in AAACE began the process that led to the major
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introduction of science into operations of land-grant (and USDA) editorial and communication services, The National Project in Agricultural Communication. (If you haven’t already, you should look
for Mason Miller’s treatment of this historic introduction of communication science to AAACE.)
The first I heard of what became NPAC came from Francis Byrnes, then editor at Ohio State,
at a less-than-regional gathering of staffs from eight Midwest states for an informal weekend of
professional-improvement interaction. We met at White Pines State Park in northern Illinois; most
of us could take a state car to the border, then just drive on the rest of the way into Illinois. Byrnes,
Elder (who later chaired the board of NPAC), Read, Kearl, Harold Swanson, Minnesota, and others
talked about a program that would introduce AAACE members to this emerging science of human
communication.
With financial backing of the Kellogg Foundation, Battle Creek, MI, NPAC was created and
its key staff of five began work in about 1956—Byrnes was one of that staff, associate director. By
1957, when I was on a Kellogg fellowship for doctoral studies at the University of Wisconsin (in the
National Agricultural Extension Center for Advanced Study), NPAC was a functional center. Its research director, Dr. John Parsey, had launched a search for published and fugitive reports of research
related to communication in agriculture. He created Agrisearch, a 4- to 6-page publication in which
he (and grad students at Michigan State—including Hal Taylor, Don Wells, Bob Crom, Mason
Miller, and others) reviewed studies on a specific aspect of communication, such as role of color in
a pamphlet, measuring readability of printed material, the diffusion process, etc. In addition to reporting study method and the review of findings, the research staff gave its rating to each reported
finding, ranging from strongly supported, still questionable, to not-supported. These periodic reports
went in bulk to the editorial offices, perhaps the first time many AAACE members had been targeted with such information. Not everyone was supportive. Some old-timers were heard to remark,
“Hell, I could have told you that without the expense of a study.” And we might remark, “And it’s
nice now to know that you were right.”
The great leap forward, in my opinion, came from the workshops offered by NPAC to the states
and federal offices. The first workshop series—and probably the most powerful of all—was Basic
Communication. NPAC had been established at Michigan State University—just a year or so after it
shifted from MSC to MSU. Its academic home was in the College of Communication, whose dean
was Gordon Sabine, a former faculty member from the Journalism Department of the University of
Iowa.
NPAC brought advisory contingents to East Lansing to contribute on matters of content and
teaching approach for the workshops. As a grad student at Wisconsin, I was invited to one of these
sessions, over a long weekend—among probably a dozen others, including George Axinn, who was
the first AAACE member to earn a Ph.D. from the extension project in Wisconsin, Roger Lawrence, extension training specialist in Iowa, and others from around the country. That planning group
also included the cluster of communications, sociology, and psychology people at Michigan State, as
well as, from Iowa State, George Beal and Joe Bohlen, the pair who did more than any others (before
Everett Rogers) to collate and disseminate the findings of numerous rural sociologists who studied
the field of diffusion of agricultural practices.
This workshop may not have been the origin of the (David) Berlo communication model, but
it diffused it over the U.S., perhaps smoothing the way for Dr. Berlo’s textbooks and world-wide
academic contributions.
Another workshop was produced for visual communication; and there may have been a third
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round. These workshops introduced an innovation in training within the land-grant colleges: to
participate, each college paid a significant “enrollment” fee, designed to pay for the materials and
staff required to teach the workshop—and included materials for its own Train-the-Trainer effort
(another NPAC innovation). My colleagues and I at Iowa State did not take part, although several
of us had been involved in the development and planning. That was the sticking point: our dean and
director pointed out that his budget had paid travel costs and given staff time of at least four of his
faculty for the planning: he was not going to pay again for what his staff contributed! A questionable
logic, but one that stuck and kept us out.
NPAC was not the lone motivator of interest in harnessing science to strengthen communication
of scientific findings. Much was happening in the business world, especially related to influencing
customers through advertising and public relations. Dr. Gearhart Wiebe, director of research for
the CBS Network, published an article in the early 1950s that got wide coverage: Can You Market
Citizenship Like Soap?” Wiebe spoke on the annual-conference program of the Iowa Cooperative
Extension Service.
It was 1954 when I chaired the annual-conference planning committee for the Iowa Extension
Service. A major feature of that program was a presentation by Beal and Bohlen on four giant (4 by
8 feet) flannel-boards of The Diffusion Process. They had reviewed the research on diffusion for the
North Central Regional extension sociology committee, whose director-sponsor was Dr. Marvin
Anderson, associate director of the Iowa extension service. The publication that resulted became the
basis for their presentation—the inspiration for the staging came from a colleague who had seen the
flannel-board, dual-presenters model when Candace Hurley, Iowa State home ec editor, and I developed it for training sessions with Iowa extension staff.
Dutch Elder was program chairman for the 1955 AAACE conference at Omaha—he didn’t get
to attend it because he was the major support staff handling the tour by the first delegation of Russians who came to see modern agricultural practices in the United States. He had booked Beal and
Bohlen to lay out The Diffusion Process for AAACE members. I recall Beal reporting, when he and
Joe came to my hotel room for a breather after 40 minutes of post-presentation time with audience
members, that they were already booked for state extension conference presentations in four states!
An interesting sidelight was that their presentation took them before countless industry and educational audiences around the nation.
NPAC ended when the original agreement and funding ran out. Efforts to extend it did not bear
fruit. But many dozens of AAACE members and state and federal extension staffs had been exposed
to the emerging science of human communication. One convert was Ralph Reeder, head editor at
Purdue University. Following his participation in the workshop, Reeder set off for East Lansing,
where he enrolled to earn his master’s degree in communication. His practice in communication
never lacked its foundation in science and scholarship. Dozens of others unknown to me were encouraged into graduate work; for some, research and scholarship became the leading passion in their
work as communicators. Many stayed on in the departments of their advanced study; they became
contributors to the science of their field.
The case of Everett Rogers gives some sense to the expansion of science to applied communication. Rogers, who did his academic work in sociology at Iowa State—and did a diffusion study
for his doctoral dissertation—was on the Michigan State faculty when NPAC ended. Its research
director, Parsey, had canvassed academic institutions and personnel for studies related to agricultural
communication. In his files were reports (ranging from refereed journal articles to so-called fugitive
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papers) of at least 521 studies. Rogers was offered these files, and he accepted them. The result was
the first edition of his The Diffusion Process. From that beginning, he continued to gather diffusion
studies literature, widening his screen beyond agriculture to industry, education, marketing—wherever scholars studied diffusion of practices or information, including the burgeoning literature from
international sources.
In the middle 1970s, several of us (including Reeder) asked for an AAACE task force to look
into ways of contributing a scientific emphasis for our colleagues in AAACE. NPAC had ended
nearly two decades ago, but the research and scholarship had doubtless extended the frontier of the
science NPAC brought to us. Cordell Hatch, Penn State, another who got his Ph.D. at the Wisconsin center, was ACE president (for the name change); he appointed the task force.
We on the ACE task force assumed that literatures had expanded with research and scholarship related to applied communication. We proposed a short-term reactivation of the NPAC model:
gather the information, conduct a workshop.
Don Wells, an AAACE member from the early 1950s and more recently the head of graduate
studies at Iowa State’s Journalism and Mass Communication Department, served on the task force.
With inputs from others, Don and I laid out a three-year program for updating current ACE members. We proposed to recruit, for each of the key areas of scholarship, a current scholar whom we
would finance for a limited period of time in which he/she would review the current status of science
in that area. The scholar would then take part in one or more workshops for sharing that current
status with ACE members.
With only a single director and secretary, employed for a period of three years, the project would
assemble the scholars, process written documentation, and plan a limited series of workshops to
share current status with ACE members. Then we would close down the program.
The budget that Don and I put together would have required in 1980-83, about $3 million. We
didn’t find an angel for such an ACE production. Don stayed with his role in graduate-study supervision; I took early retirement from Iowa State and moved toward the following 22 years of fascinating
work in international agricultural and environmental communication.
Before that move, to show some return for the task force investment, Hal Taylor, then leading the
information group in USDA, and I worked out a project. Using the interagency option of one agency
seconding staff of another agency, I took leave from Iowa State, rented a flat in Rosslyn, VA, and
spent more than five months reading in the Library of Congress. Despite the Library’s antiquated
(pre-computer) lending system at the time, I reviewed periodical literature in a dozen and a half
fields of scholarship. My focus was on what’s new in scholarship in this field—that is, what do the
scholars know now that they didn’t know in 1960? The result was a fat issue of ACE Quarterly, one
article under the title (if I remember correctly) “At Liberty in the Library of Congress.”
Much has happened since 1980, of course. Several institutions have built research more centrally
into their applied-communication teaching programs. ACE has evolved to have researchers play a
significant role in annual conferences and in providing content for its Journal of Applied Communication. The University of Illinois, which didn’t have an ag communication major when I graduated
there in 1948, maintains and builds a remarkable document service available to all who are interested.
It’s a different world than I knew in 1950. Perhaps an ACE member today has all the research
and scholarship support she/he needs. But I wouldn’t bet on it.
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Summary

During the summer of 2012, nearly 80% of all U.S. agricultural land was impacted by drought,
which the USDA’s Economic Research Service (2012) labeled as the “most severe and extensive
drought in at least 25 years” (para. 1). Drought conditions during this timeframe made many people
draw comparisons to the Dust Bowl of the 1930s (Botelho, 2012).
In June of 2012, I was making preparations for a graduate level course I teach called “Foundations of Agricultural Communications.” The purpose of this course is to explore historical foundations of agricultural communications including selected philosophical concepts, how the field has
changed over time, where it is today, and what it may look like in the future. The course also focuses
on selected communication theories and their application and relevance to current issues in agriculture and agricultural communications.
I had started to contemplate the various assignments in the course and learned of the book selection for Texas Tech University’s President’s Reading Program – “The Worst Hard Time: The Untold
Story of Those Who Survived the Great American Dust Bowl.” It was a serendipitous choice. Although the book does not directly address the history or philosophy of agricultural communications,
it does contain details and stories of one of the worst ecological disasters in American history. Additionally, it had direct connections to agriculture and to the South Plains area of Texas, where the
university is located. Graduate students should be challenged through reading assignments to make
connections to broader concepts or theories and this book provided an opportunity to do so. Because
the book is not a straightforward history of agricultural communications, it encouraged students to
adopt a more comprehensive view of this event in American agriculture history and more deeply
consider the role of communication efforts.
Published by New Prairie Press, 2017
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The author, Tim Egan, is a New York Times journalist who has written several other books. “The
Worst Hard Time” won the 2006 National Book Award for Nonfiction, attesting to the quality of
research and writing. Egan is a talented writer who delivers a powerful story through his gift for
prose. The book provides first-hand accounts of several families who lived through the Dust Bowl
and is organized into three sections – Promise: The Great Plowup, 1901-1930; Betrayal, 1931-1933;
Blowup, 1934-1939. The majority of the book is dedicated to the Blowup timeframe. In each section,
connections can be made to the agricultural practices and the variety of communication methods
used before, during, and after the Dust Bowl era.
Students in the course were required to read the book and focus on how communication efforts
both encouraged the intensive farming practices that lead to the Dust Bowl and how communication
was used to eventually help preserve the area’s natural resources. At the end of the course, students
wrote a reflection paper that addressed three questions: 1) How did the book make you feel? 2) What
connections to agricultural communications did you find? 3) What additional historical research in
agricultural communications is needed? For the first two questions, students had to provide three
specific examples from the book on which to elaborate. The response to the final question could be
something related to the book’s content, or another topic altogether.
When asked to provide examples of agricultural communications, students mentioned many
items but most focused on four key aspects: (1) newspapers, (2) movies and newsreels, (3) photography, and (4) persuasive communication.
One of the most colorful characters described in the book is John L. McCarty, who was the owner and editor of the “Dalhart Texan” newspaper in Dalhart, Texas. McCarty practiced questionable
journalism in order to encourage and sustain Dalhart’s population growth during the early 1900s.
It steamed John. L McCarty, sitting in his editor’s office at the Texan, working to keep alive
the Dalhart vision. The town had nearly eight thousand people now, almost double what it
was ten years ago. In McCarty’s mind, it would double again by the end of the 1930’s. But
Dalhart needed to be slapped to its senses time and again, and it was the job of the loudest
voice in the Panhandle to do just that. (p. 94)
The students were able to identify McCarty’s lack of objectivity while acknowledging his persuasive ability. He was able to rally nearly 2,000 people to a fenced field in Dalhart to club to death
thousands of jackrabbits. When he learned of approaching hazardous dust storms, he would bury
the news inside the paper instead of giving it prominent coverage. As the newspaper editor, he used
a column in the paper to add his “spin” to the news of the day while remaining a steadfast promoter
of Dalhart. Students frequently discussed the gatekeeping and agenda setting theories in relation to
McCarty’s ability to use the newspaper to influence public opinion.
The second prominent aspect of the books students often mentioned was the use of movies and
newsreels to show the Dust Bowl to those who did not live in this region of the country. One particular movie was discussed in detail – “The Plow That Broke the Plains.” This documentary film
by Pare Lorentz was originally intended to be a Hollywood motion picture, but when Hollywood
refused the film, the U.S. government provided funding. In 1935, Lorentz and his crew filmed the
ravaged areas in six states, with the most disturbing footage coming from the Panhandle region of
Texas. Lorentz captured the aftermath of years of intensive farming and drought. Egan writes that
the film “would be one of the most influential documentaries ever made, the only peacetime produc-
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tion by the American government of a film intended for broad commercial release” (p. 252).
This film was distributed widely to show audiences in other parts of the country the ruination of
the Great Plains. The cinematic portrayal was able to convey the suffering and desperation in a more
emotionally impactful way than news reports or even photographs could. Students in the course discussed the inherent strengths and weaknesses of various forms of media to convey messages.
In addition to the visual impact of motion pictures and newsreels, students focused on the use
of photography to capture and demonstrate the tragic circumstances for the Great Plains region
and the people who lived there. In his chapter on Black Sunday, Egan includes the story of an AP
reporter, Robert Geiger, and photographer, Harry Eisenhard, who were in the Oklahoma that fateful
day April 14, 1935. Eisenhard took a photograph of the approaching dust cloud, estimated at several
thousand feet high; the photo appeared in newspapers all over the world. In fact, Geiger actually
coined the term “Dust Bowl” in one of his reports.
‘Three little words, achingly familiar on a Western farmer’s tongue, rule life in the dust bowl
of the continent – if it rains.’ The three little words did not stick as much as the two, and
thereafter, headline writers, politicians, and newsreels referred to the airborne part of the
southern plains by its new name: the Dust Bowl. (p. 222)
Another aspect of photography highlighted in the book was Roy Emerson Stryker’s efforts to
document the Dust Bowl through a team of photographers working for the Farm Security Administration. The photographs were originally requested for propaganda purposes to support President
Roosevelt’s campaign for a second term, but “the government photo unit provided to be one of the
lasting and most popular contribution of the New Deal, far outliving its propaganda purposes” (p.
248). Egan explained that many newspapers and newsreels included images of the dusters, but they
often overlooked the impact of these storms at the ground level. “It was rare to see the lines in a
sandblasted face, or look into the eyes of a broken nester, or see a woman nursing her child slumped
next to a jalopy loaded with all her worldly goods” (p. 248). The FSA photographers captured these
images, some of which are now quite famous. Students recognized the emotional quality these photographs conveyed while admitting it was heartbreaking to see the faces of those so impacted by the
devastation.
The final major aspect students frequently mentioned was the use of persuasive communication.
In the 1800s, this region of the country suffered from a negative perception as being the “Great
American Desert.” Stephen Long used these words in 1820 to describe the area and wrote: “In regard
to this extensive section of the country, I do not hesitate in giving the opinion that it is almost wholly
uninhabitable by a people depending upon agriculture for their subsistence” (p. 23).
In order to attract investors and settlers to the area, many syndicates and salesmen used communication efforts that contained misleading or completely false information. In the early 1900s, the
Southwestern Immigration and Development Company used pamphlets and fliers to promote the
availability of arable land in the south plains. This company used blatant lies to encourage settlers to
move to the panhandle area of Oklahoma and Texas.
Hope died the first time people laid eyes on Boise City, Oklahoma. It was founded on fraud.
Even the name itself was a lie. Boy-City, the promoters pronounced it, from the French words
le boi – trees. Except there was not a single tree in Boise City. Nor was there a city. (p. 32)
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Egan explained that the company sold lots for a town that did not exist. The brochures promoting the city had images of paved streets lined in trees with businesses already established. Everything
was a lie and the settlers who paid for lots did not even know until they arrived to find nothing, not
even the hint of an established city. The aggressive and often erroneous sales tactics lead to the rapid
settlement of the Great Plains and eventual ruination of the native grasses that had kept the soil from
being moved by the fierce winds. Students discussed the ethics surrounding these tactics and noted
the involvement of the federal government that endorsed claims that the area was ideal for plowing
and planting.
In addition to highlighting references to agricultural communications, students were asked to
provide suggestions for historical research in our discipline. This book encouraged those discussions
because it is an excellent example of in-depth research. Egan provides extensive notes to document
his years of research efforts that included interviews and document analysis. While reading this book,
not only do students learn more about this period in history, they are also exposed to the amount of
time, energy, and research that went into the writing process. Egan keeps record of the sources for
this information and students were able to understand the sheer volume of references necessary to
write a high quality research project.
“The Worst Hard Time” is an excellent read for those interested in agricultural history. I thoroughly enjoyed reading it, and I know my students did as well. I will continue to require students in
the course to read the book because it demonstrates the influence communication can have on what
we know, do, and believe. I strongly recommend others read this book and think about how it could
be incorporated in their own profession.
Students in my course were able to make connections to the overarching themes of the book and
we addressed a variety of thought-provoking questions: Are we headed to another Dust Bowl if we
do not change how this area is farmed? What communication efforts will it take to change farming
practices? What can be done to help those who are not directly involved in farming better understand the complexity of the industry?
In 1936, the Great Plains Drought Area Committee provided a report to President Roosevelt to
explain why the Dust Bowl had occurred and what could be done to prevent the area from becoming
any more desolate. The report concluded by saying:
“The situation is so serious that the Nation, for its own sake, cannot afford to allow the
farmer to fail…We endanger our democracy if we allow the Great Plains, or any other section
of the country to become an economic desert” (p. 269).
This noble statement demonstrates the significance of this period in our American agricultural
heritage. We should learn from the lessons of this tragic historical event so we do not relive it.
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Abstract

Agricultural communications education has evolved over time, shifting in an effort to meet the needs
of students through new approaches, new methods, and new technologies. The purpose of this paper was to examine the influence of educational and communications technologies on agricultural
communications education. A literature review related to the history of the processes, methods, and
technology uses in education and more specifically in agricultural communications education was
conducted. Technology was identified as enhancing learning in settings that included secondary
education, university settings, continuing education, Extension programming, and professional development. Only a limited number of articles specifically addressed the use of technology to teach
agricultural communications. The high rate of change in communication technologies was identified as a critical reason for considering the role of technology in the agricultural communications
education context. A virtual environment to teach crisis communications was shared as an example
of successful educational technology use. Continued research focusing on teaching methods and
tools related to agricultural communications education is needed. New technologies have the potential to encourage innovative learning experiences; however, the ongoing challenge to educators will
be to harness the technology for the good of the learner.
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Introduction

Communications education, and more specifically agricultural communications education, has
evolved over time, shifting in an effort to meet the needs of students through new approaches, new
methods, and new technologies. As articulated by multiple authors (Boone, Meisenbach, & Tucker,
2000; Tucker, Whaley, & Cano, 2003), agricultural communications emerged more than 200 years
ago as a result of the need to reach diverse audiences with agricultural information, while the field
and teaching of agricultural communications did not emerge until 100 years later.
In 1922, Adams summarized the teaching of agricultural communications as “the training of students … who will have to write in farm and home terms on agricultural and domestic science topics,
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to think honestly and straightforwardly, and to express themselves according to … Accuracy, Brevity,
and Clearness” (p. 40). While the basic premise of this statement remains true today, the field of agricultural communications has expanded far beyond the written word to include areas such as public
relations (Sitton, Cartmell, & Sargent, 2005); social media and its impact on beliefs, attitudes, and
behaviors (Allen, Abrams, Meyers, & Shultz, 2010; Graybill-Leonard, Meyers, Doerfert, & Irlbeck,
2011); changes in the agricultural industry audiences; and changes in communications practices and
technologies related to agriculture (Doerfert & Miller, 2006). This history of expansion from printonly roots continues to challenge agricultural communications educators as they strive to reflect the
agricultural industry’s shift to more technology integration into their delivery of education.
The delivery of effective instruction has arguably been found through a focus on teaching and
learning strategies that account for student’s abilities to construct knowledge based on previous
experiences (Kort, Reilly, & Picard, 2001). Beyond the student’s educational experiences, it is critical to recognize that learners have also changed due to the influx of technology in their personal
lives including, but not limited to, television, the Internet, gaming devices, and mobile communications technologies. Resultantly, learners in today’s classrooms are foundationally different in how
they process information and reason through issues (Prensky, 2001), and the technology used in the
classroom exposes students to bodies of information and tools for practice more than ever before
(Darling-Hammond & Bransford, 2005). Awareness of how technology can be used to enhance
and extend learning within the context of agricultural communications education is critical for our
discipline if we are to be successful in adapting to what is required to prepare graduates for entry into
our profession and the broader agricultural industry and global society.

Purpose

The purpose of this paper was to explore the evolution of the use of technology in agricultural
communications education in regard to processes and methods. Understanding the past provides
guidance for the future, and it is the purpose of this paper to provide a concise look back at and a
purposeful look forward to educating individuals in the field of communications, specifically in agricultural communications.

Methodology

To accomplish the purpose, we conducted an integrative literature review (Torraco, 2005) related
to the history of the processes, methods, and technologies in agricultural communications education because, often times, forward movement benefits from a review of the past. Torraco (2005)
suggested conducting an integrative literature review to provide a new way of thinking about old
topics or to discuss emerging research. “The integrative literature review is a form of research that
reviews, critiques, and synthesizes representative literature on a topic in an integrated way such that
new frameworks and perspectives on the topic are generated” (Torraco, 2005, p. 356). The history
of the processes, methods, and technology uses in agricultural communications education fits into
both categories proposed by Toracco (2005) because of its existence since the 1920s and the continuously changing communication technologies and mediums used in the agricultural communications
profession (Boone et al., 2000).
Agricultural communications programs were created because of the need to disseminate agricultural information efficiently and effectively (Duley, Jensen, & O’Brien, 1984). As agricultural
science, technology, and communications media evolve, the need for current curriculum and teach-
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ing methods and strategies increases. Further, agricultural communications educators are concerned
about preparing students with the most up-to-date communications skills without losing sight of the
importance of teaching students technical agricultural information. Because of the focus on summarizing and documenting agricultural communications teaching methods and processes, the critique
process was based on identifying elements that had been documented regarding teaching processes
and technology uses.
As the basis of this literature review, we reviewed four journals that publish research articles
related to agricultural communications education— Journal of Applied Communications, Journal of
Agricultural Education, Journal of Extension, and the North American Colleges and Teachers of Agriculture publication, the NACTA Journal. Initially, each journal was reviewed for articles that specifically related to the teaching and learning processes, methods, and technology uses in agricultural
communications. However, the search was widened to include articles from a broader perspective of
teaching and learning to allow for a more comprehensive picture of teaching and learning methods,
processes, and technology uses. The journals were searched using specific key words: agricultural
communications history, teaching agricultural communications, technology impacts on education, multimedia, online video conference, agricultural communications education, instructional design, teaching strategies, and learning strategies. In some instances, the search terms were combined to locate articles of
interest. Additionally, a broad search utilizing Google Scholar was conducted to identify a variety
of additional journal articles related to the key words. Articles had to meet at the least one of the
following criteria to be reviewed:
•
•
•
•

Historical context of agricultural communications;
Mention of technology use in agricultural communications;
Study of teaching methods in the context of agricultural communications or general agriculture; and/or
Use of technology to teach agricultural communications or general agriculture.

Each article was examined for information that could explain uses of technology as a teaching
tool, processes of teaching, or methods to facilitate learning. Only a limited number of articles specifically focused on these topics in the context of agricultural communications. Additionally, information related to teaching crisis communication was used to provide one example of an approach to
teaching an agricultural communications topic.

Findings
Historical Background
As shared by Doerfert and Miller (2006), “[t]he first course in agricultural journalism was taught
in 1905” (p. 18). Substantial change has occurred since 1905, including both content of courses
and teaching methods. The role of technology in the form of print publications, radio, and movies
shaped agricultural communications (Tucker et al., 2003) into what it is today much like technology
is shaping the way that education in being delivered.
As early as 1989, Extension employees recognized that technology was emerging and that
it would alter the way information was distributed. Technologies such as “television, telephone,
radio, and data transmissions” (Ezell, 1989, p. 1) were predicted to merge into one communications
network with several facets instead of individual networks. Ezell (1989) stated that “the real issue is
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how Extension professionals will interact with technology” (p. 4), instead of the technology changes
themselves.
A nationwide study conducted by Murphy and Terry (1998) regarding technology use for
instruction concluded that “[e]lectronic communication, information, and imaging technologies
[would] improve how we teach in agricultural education settings” (p. 34). While the authors agreed
that various technologies would be adopted at different rates, technology was predicted to increase
access to information and provide “teaching aids to … meet the needs of the diverse learning styles
of students” (p. 31). In fact, the delivery of courses via distance education technologies has become
common across agricultural education departments (Roberts & Dyer, 2005).
Technologies can be used in many different ways and combinations for teaching and learning, and not just for distance education. In studies that compared traditional instruction with instruction utilizing multimedia, the latter have been found to reduce student learning time (Marrison
& Frick, 1993) and improve information retention (Shanthy & Thiagarajan, 2011). “Increasingly,
many concepts and ideas cannot be taught without the aid of technology to represent and manipulate them” (Molnar, 1997, p. 5). However, the use of technology to teach is not without barriers as
a study conducted by Irani and Telg (2001) reported the need for distance education training for
faculty. Time, resources, and motivation were shared by faculty as critical elements that impact the
actual implementation of distance education.
Technology Integration into Education
Research focused on technology use for educational purposes has primarily been conducted in
traditional educational settings and has not included a substantial number of studies related to agricultural communications education. Teaching methods and processes have evolved mirroring the
evolution of technology from the use of hand drawn images to overhead projectors; video players to
YouTube; and face-to-face simulations to online sessions via the Internet. Technology was identified
as enhancing learning in settings that included secondary education, university settings, continuing
education, Extension programming, and professional development.
A review of the Journal of Agricultural Education revealed articles focused on technology use and
distance education. “Use of Computer Technology by Teacher Education in Agriculture Programs:
Student Experiences and Programming Applications” (Bowen, Mincemoyer, & Parmley, 1983) is an
early example of an attempt by researchers to document technology use for education. Since then,
multiple articles focused on different areas of distance education [e.g., faculty perceptions (Murphrey
& Dooley, 2000), perceptions of technologies for teaching (Dooley & Murphy, 2001) and student
perceptions (Kelsey, Lindner, & Dooley, 2002)] have been published. More recently, studies have addressed student preferences related to specific technologies. Murphrey, Rutherford, Doerfert, Edgar,
and Edgar (2012) found that students accepted content management systems as a “useful educational technology” (p. 56) while other technologies (i.e., Second Life, social networking, and Twitter) were not as accepted. Strong, Irby, Wynn, and McClure (2012) evaluated student satisfaction
with courses delivered online and found that the creation of social presence could impact student
satisfaction, and the authors recommended the use of social media technologies. However, Settle et
al. (2012) reported that instructors should be aware that students hold “discrepant” (p. 137) views of
social media when used for educational purposes; those students who are familiar with it are more
positive than those that are not.
A review of articles within the Journal of Extension revealed a plethora of articles related to using
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technology to teach specific topics. Recently, the Journal of Extension reported several topics that
have been taught using technology (e.g., pork production (Bates et al., 2012), agritourism (Rich et al.,
2011), food safety (Mathiasen, Morley, Chapman, & Powell, 2012), livestock bio-security (Stevenson et al., 2011), and agricultural safety (Schwab & Freeman, 2011)). The technologies to enhance
instruction reported in these examples varied widely. In the study conducted by Rich et al. (2011),
webinars were assessed to see if this technology could meet training needs and researchers found that
this form of delivery was able to enhance programming efforts. Mathiasen et al. (2012) focused on
the use of training videos to impact awareness and practices related to food safety. They reported
that the videos helped meet the training needs.
Thomas, Davis, and Moss (2008) used a combination of elearning tools (i.e., WebEx, Basecamp,
iPod, Camtasia, Audacity, Aggregator, Skype, and blogs) to facilitate learning for professionals about
the “knowledge economy” and to guide Extension efforts in the use of distance education tools.
They found that the tools were well received by participants. Individuals in the study were carefully
selected and trained to encourage quality engagement and assessment.
A review of the NACTA Journal also revealed a significant number of articles related to teaching with technology. Topics included soil science (Mamo, Kettler, Husmann, & McCallister, 2004),
agribusiness (Schurle, Stroade, & Grunewald, 2004), and landscape construction (Henry, Midden,
& Lieske, 2004). Further, a study conducted by Jepson et al. (2005) to evaluate workshops intended
to increase faculty use of technology in the context of animal science found these workshops to be
successful.
However, only a limited number of articles were found that specifically discussed using technology to teach agricultural communications. Elefson (1992) investigated methods of improving agricultural writing but did not refer to the use of any technology. Rhoades, Miller, and Edgar (2012)
investigated the use of a capstone course in improving learning, but, once again, this study did not
address the use of technology. As noted previously there are many examples of how technology has
been assessed to increase learning in other areas. As it has in past years, the way in which technology
is used to accomplish instruction continues to evolve.
Agricultural Communications Education
Much like other disciplines, teaching in agricultural communications has evolved from chalkboards and erasers to new and innovative delivery tools. Within the literature, studies exist that have
focused on the content that should be included in agricultural communications curriculum, which is
guided by educational needs and competencies in the profession. Miller (1995) provided a historical
retrospective that explained how agricultural communications programs and focuses have changed
over time and how certain projects, associations, and organizations (e.g., The National Project in
Agricultural Communications, the American Association of Agricultural College Editors) have impacted the profession.
Several authors have addressed education in agricultural communications (e.g., Adams, 1922;
Boone, Paulson, & Barrick, 1993; Elefson, 1992; Reisner, 1990b) and the workplace skills graduates
need (e.g., Morgan, 2012). Sprecker and Rudd (1998) reported that “communication skills … are
more important than subject-area knowledge” (p. 31) when preparing students for agricultural communications. Methods of teaching agricultural communications have also been addressed. In an
article by Hayes (1990), “role-playing and vigorous class discussion” (p. 9) was reported as a method
for teaching ethics in agricultural communications. The authors reported that this process helped
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students understand the topic. Researchers have also studied critical thinking (Bisdorf-Rhoades,
Ricketts, Irani, Lundy, & Telg, 2005) and learning styles (Cartmell, Majors, Ashlock, & Sitton, 2007)
in the context of agricultural communications. Bisdorf-Rhoades et al. (2005) found that agricultural
communications students were “highly innovative in their thinking” (p. 25) but not necessarily critical in their thinking. This study spoke to the fact that educators need to encourage and facilitate the
critical thinking process of students to better prepare them for the workplace.
As indicated by Edgar, Rutherford, and Briers (2009) in a review of research themes in the Journal of Applied Communications from 1997 to 2006, there is a need for research on teaching methods
and technology uses in agricultural communications. The authors reported that articles related to
distance education, electronic media, professional development, and instructional and program delivery approaches were limited. Further, they reported that even secondary research themes revealed
only one article focused on curriculum and program development and three focused on instructional
and program delivery approaches. One interesting point is that the authors identified “information
sources and technology” (p. 29) as the topic that was most highly researched, once again showing the
important role of technology.
Considerable attention has been paid to documenting various competencies needed within the
agricultural communications field. Sitton et al. (2005) provided a list of public relations proficiencies that agricultural public relations professionals reported as most important in agricultural communications’ curriculums. Computer skills (as well as skills in human relations, editing and writing)
were mentioned as frequently used skills by professionals. A study conducted by Doerfert and Miller
(2006) focused on gaining input from industry to prepare students for jobs in agricultural communications. Two themes revealed in this study relate to the topic of this paper: “response time for
communication-related activities continues to shorten” (p. 27) and “[i]mage is increasing in importance for the agricultural industry and agricultural communications professionals” (p. 27). Both of
these themes are directly impacted by ever-evolving communication technologies as information
is shared almost instantaneously around the world; thus, impacting the way individuals view the
agricultural industry. In fact, a competency study by Morgan (2012) revealed the need for students
to have an “understanding [of ] how new media is changing the industry and how to use that media
effectively” (p. 17).
Technology Integration into Agricultural Communication
Part of what is driving the importance of using technology to teach is related to the rate of
change in technology used to communicate. Studies (e.g., Graybill-Leonard, et al., 2011; Pritchett,
Naile, & Murphrey, 2013) have been conducted regarding technologies that impact communications
in general. These studies illustrate the overarching idea of technology use to further educational efforts in agricultural communications education.
The convergence of innovations impacting communications was shared by Ezell in 1989. The
ideas of online conferencing, the importance of images and sounds, and even the idea of artificial
reality mentioned in this article have in fact become a reality. Technology has greatly evolved since
1989. Changes in technology have created a need to change what is taught in agricultural communications courses and programs and the delivery of these courses and programs.
Research has been conducted related to technological tools and their uses in the field of communications itself. Video documentaries combined with reflective journaling were studied to determine
impact on students’ attitudes and perceptions of agriculture (Meyers, Irlbeck, & Fletcher, 2011).
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Video use was reported to provide a means for students to “recognize the variety of opinions about
the agricultural industry” (p. 93) that exists to allow students to practice “counter-arguments” (p. 93).
Graybill-Leonard et al. (2011) conducted a study about the use of social networking (specifically Facebook) to communicate, and the “[r]esults indicated that Facebook was a beneficial communication tool to help the social movements reach more individuals” (p. 45). The study revealed
that the “social movements explored in this study did not exist before Facebook” (p. 53). The authors
emphasized the importance of understanding that social media is being used so messages are more
appropriately and effectively targeted at specific audiences.
Another communications tool is Twitter, a microblogging tool that allows individuals to send
short messages to various individuals and groups. Allen et al. (2010) shared that, while the value of
Twitter varies, recognizing Twitter as a tool is important. This study reported on the use of social
media, specifically Twitter, across agriculture and described users as having the role of information
providers and information seekers. The authors emphasized that individuals in agriculture should
use this form of communication as a way to provide accurate information and provided several examples of agricultural organizations (e.g., American Farm Bureau, National Cattlemen’s Beef Association) that use this form of communication. In fact, the authors reported that the Food and Drug
Administration had used Twitter to announce recalls of peanuts during a salmonella outbreak, which
lended further evidence to the need for awareness of this new technology. The study conducted by
Pritchett et al. (2013) further encouraged the use of this technology for agricultural communications
by stating that Twitter encouraged social presence.
An Example of the Future: Using a Virtual Environment to Teach Crisis Communications
One area in agricultural communications education that has been studied regarding the use of
technology to teach is the instruction of skills for crisis communications in the context of agriculture.
A study conducted by Leggette et al. (2012) reported how a 3-D virtual world (i.e., Second Life) was
used to facilitate experiential learning in crisis communications. The researchers analyzed students’
weekly journals to determine student reaction and perceptions of the technology. The researchers
shared that students reported value in using the virtual world for instruction. In fact, the authors
reported that students believed that the virtual environment was a “valuable educational tool and an
effective way to teach crisis communication” (Leggette et al., 2012, p. 132).
In a related study that also investigated the use of technology to teach crisis communication
skills, Witt, Doerfert, Rutherford, Murphrey, and Edgar (2011) analyzed teaching methods including lecture/discussion, reflection logs, case studies, role playing (both in class and online through use
of a virtual environment), case study development, and creation of crisis management plans. The
authors determined that “students did not identify one singular instructional method as being most
beneficial and influential” (p. 34).

Conclusions and Discussion

The mention of technology by Reisner (1990a) more than 20 years ago illustrated that the evolution of technology has been a continuous process. In 1990, educational and communication technologies were not being used like they are today because technology has evolved substantially at a
seemingly rapid pace. Changes in curriculum should match the changing technological needs of our
students and society. Based on findings from Jepson et al. (2005), it is possible that regular workshops for agricultural communication instructors would be beneficial to increase both the awareness
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and subsequent use of new technologies in teaching agricultural communications. Efforts should
also be made to evaluate the effectiveness of these training activities including the extent that the
training resulted in the integration of technology into educational practice.
Agricultural communications education targets a diverse set of audiences: college students, professionals, and the public. Ultimately, the effectiveness of these efforts impacts overall agricultural
literacy and the understanding of agricultural information. In a time when the impact of invested
resources is increasingly scrutinized, it is important to approach the educational process with methods and processes that that can have the greatest impact.
There is evidence in the literature (Bates et al., 2012; Schwab & Freeman, 2011; Thomas et
al., 2008; Mamo et al., 2004) that technology can be used successfully to improve access to education
and improve the learning process. However, based on the limited number of studies found that focused on technology use in agricultural communications instruction, it was concluded that additional
research is needed in regard to the study of educational technologies specifically for agricultural
communications. As indicated by Edgar et al. (2009) in a review of research themes in the Journal
of Applied Communications from 1997 to 2006, there is a need for research on teaching methods and
technology uses in agricultural communications. The findings from this study further support the
conclusion that the need continues today.
Just as the art of typing and the use of a typewriter were once deemed important enough to be
covered in an educational setting, new technologies should be assessed for similar importance. One
cannot assume that students are technologically competent in new technologies, including social
media, just because they are users of that technology. There is a difference between understanding
how to use a technology for personal use and how to use a technology to efficiently and effectively
impact a social movement or spread information about a particular topic. Educators cannot overlook
the importance of understanding social media and other technologies in the context of agricultural
communications. Technologies such as Facebook (Graybill-Leonard et al., 2011) and Twitter (Allen et al., 2010) have been identified as important tools in the agricultural communications industry.
Given that research has indicated that social media is being used in the industry, it behooves educators to provide training and experience for students in the agricultural communications classroom
that mirrors industry standards.
Bisdorf-Rhoades et al. (2005) found a need for students to engage and expand their critical
thinking skills. One might ask, “is it possible that our use of technology could meet this need?”
Doerfert and Miller (2006) indicated that response time is shortening and the importance of image
is increasing in communications. Is it possible that both of these themes are being magnified by the
changing technology and the way information can be shared because of instant access and changing
communication channels?
This study focused on a review of research published in four specific journals. It is possible that
studies regarding the use of technology to teach in agricultural communications has been shared
at conferences or in other venues not addressed by this study. While it is believed that agricultural
communications educators are using new and emerging technologies for education, only limited
documentation in the research literature was discovered.
Technology comes in various shapes and sizes. In fact, using technology in teaching often reinvents itself through time. There is a need for research focused on teaching methods and tools related
to agricultural communications education. New technologies have the potential to encourage innovative learning experiences. The challenge to agricultural communications educators, however, will
be to harness the use of technology to benefit the learner while in college and beyond.
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The Evolution of the Agricultural
Communications Degree Program at
Texas Tech University:
A Historical Perspective
Chelsey Ann Ahrens and Courtney Gibson
Abstract

Texas Tech University’s agricultural communications program began in 1973. Using a historical
case study research design, the researchers explored the course offerings, activities, and departmental publications during the previous 40 years. Although the program first offered the agricultural
communications option, it took nearly 20 years for an undergraduate degree in this specialization
to be made official. This study provides the story of how the program began and how it evolved
over time. Other institutions that offer agricultural communications degrees, or are considering
this program area, will learn about the gradual development of a lasting program.

Keywords

historical, degree program, agricultural communications, Texas Tech University

Introduction

In recent years, the agricultural communications degree program at Texas Tech University (TTU) has experienced a steady increase in the number of students declaring this major and
eventually graduating with a Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Communications. Weckman,
Witham, and Telg (2000) found agricultural communications programs have experienced a steady
increase in enrollment and believe enrollment will either continue to increase or remain steady. Because of this, many agricultural colleges across the U.S. are adopting agricultural communications
degree programs and are expanding current programs to include minors and advanced degrees. By
understanding the history of a successful agricultural communications program, new and emerging
agricultural communications degree programs can utilize that information for their own growth
and expansion.
Home departments are not uncommon when new programs are being developed (Tucker,
Whaley, & Cano, 2003). The Department of Agricultural Education was home to agricultural
communications when an option in agricultural communications was first offered at TTU. Agricultural communications has since evolved and no longer needs a home department, but rather
jointly shares a department at TTU – the Department of Agricultural Education and Communications.
Once programs are established, it is important to conduct research to ensure faculty are
providing the most relevant, up-to-date information possible and meeting employer’s needs. Irlbeck and Akers (2009) recommended that agricultural communications programs conduct research
https://newprairiepress.org/jac/vol97/iss2/8
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to understand employer needs and improvements that can be made to current programs to meet
those needs. Faculty and graduate students within agricultural communications at TTU have
recently revisited the curriculum to determine if it is effectively meeting employers’ needs. Surveys have been sent to alumni of agricultural communications to see if extracurricular involvement
helps to gain employment, as well as to understand the average salary graduates from the program
receive. Morgan (2012) conducted focus groups to better understand the competencies students in
agricultural communications should possess. On the same token, focus groups have been conducted
at TTU with recent graduates to understand if the curriculum offered in the department is up-todate. As a result of these investigations, a question arose prior to an agricultural communications
program meeting: “What is the history of the agricultural communications program at Texas Tech
University?”
It is beneficial for faculty members, and even current students, to understand how the academic
program in which they are involved has evolved over time (Knauft, 2006). This is vital because
not all members of the department obtain degrees from the same institution, and even those that
did may not have a full understanding of the current program’s history. Knowing and understanding the history helps to shape the program and identify alumni who are currently in the workforce,
which can inform the future direction of the program.

Significance of the Study

This research is a valuable aid to programs of agricultural communications for many reasons.
For those who work or attend school at an institution, knowing and understanding the history of
the degree program at that particular institution provides a greater appreciation and understanding
of the program. Additionally, this historical case study provides a resource that individuals in other
agricultural communications programs can reference if they are interested in researching their own
program’s history. Furthermore, agricultural communications is an ever-evolving degree program
due to technological advances in communications, changing agricultural demographics, and external trends (Doerfert & Miller, 2006). To meet the challenges these factors introduce, programs
must be willing to take stock of where they are and where they need to be. The findings from this
research project provide documentation of the modifications to the agricultural communications
degree plan including why and how the program evolved. This may serve as a model for other
agricultural communications programs to develop or enhance their own curriculum.

Literature Review

Iowa State University was the first institution to offer courses in agricultural journalism in 1905
(Duncan, 1957). When agricultural communications first became an academic program, it was
comprised of mainly male students who were seeking a degree that offered courses in science, agriculture and journalism (Tucker et al., 2003). Now, agricultural communication degree programs
have their own courses, which have influences from journalism/mass communications, industry and
academia (Tucker et al., 2003).
Sprecker and Rudd (1998) found practitioners think “agricultural communicators are not agriculturalists primarily, but communicators who have a specialty” (p. 40). Even though social media
has become an important tool in a communicator’s toolbox in today’s technological society, the role
of mass media is still important to agriculture, both in the United States as well as other countries
as Irfan, Muhammad, Khan, and Asif (2006) point out. They found that mass media is an imporPublished by New Prairie Press, 2017
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tant means of disseminating agricultural information and technologies to farmers. TV, radio and
print media were the top three forms of media farmers utilized to acquire information (Irfan et al.,
2006). Agricultural communications programs address each of these forms of media along with
social media in a way that emphasizes their use among agriculturalists.
Knauft (2006) pointed out that many undergraduate students are not familiar with the history
of the program in which they are enrolled or even the history of agriculture in their state or region.
By understanding the history, students can better understand how and why programs evolved to aid
in their understanding of campus policies and support for growth and development (Knauft, 2006).
To understand the history the agricultural communications program at TTU, this study was
guided by the following research questions:
1. How has the agricultural communications degree program at Texas Tech University evolved?
2. Why did the agricultural communications degree program become a part of the curriculum at
Texas Tech University?
3. What are the major milestones in the agricultural communications degree program at Texas
Tech University?

Methodology

Qualitative research methods were utilized for this study, specifically case study and historical research methods. Case study research is when a phenomenon of interest is studied in-depth
in real-life settings and from the participants’ perspective (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2007). Case study
research allowed this study to focus on the agricultural communications program at TTU and
provided an in-depth look into the history of the program. Thus, historical research, or the study
of past phenomenon to better the understanding of something, was utilized (Gall et al., 2007).
It was also imperative to examine primary and secondary sources of information for this
study. Purposive sampling was used to “maximize discovery of the heterogeneous patterns and
problems that occur” (Erlandson, Harris, Skipper, & Allen, 1993, p. 82). Interviews were conducted with current and former faculty and staff members within the Department of Agricultural
Education and Communications at TTU who have institutional knowledge about the program.
These interviews served as sources for both primary and secondary information since some were
here for most of the evolution of the degree program, but not all. These interviews can also be
classified as oral histories since the individuals interviewed “witnessed or participated in events of
potential historical significance” (Gall et al., 2007, p. 538). Other primary sources utilized include
written documents or records and relics. Relics are objects that allow information from the past
to be examined including textbooks and instructional devices (Gall et al., 2007). Utilizing the oral
history interviews, written documents and records, relics, and a researcher’s journal allowed for
triangulation to occur. Lastly, a secondary source of information included notes from the Foundations of Agricultural Communications course, which incorporated the history of agricultural communications into the curriculum. The constant comparative method (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) was
used to analyze the data.

Findings

There were no opportunities for students to seek a specific option, specialization or degree in
agricultural communications at TTU until 40 years ago. Students – particularly female students
https://newprairiepress.org/jac/vol97/iss2/8
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according to Jerry Stockton, Ed.D. (personal communication, January 24, 2013) – within agriculture wanted to major in communications but still have ties to agriculture. Therefore, Thomas
Luther (T.L) Leach, head of the Department of Agricultural Education at the time, along with
Lewis Eggenberger, Ph.D., wanted to help these students pursue their interests of journalism and
agriculture. Under their leadership 40 years ago, in 1973, an option in agricultural communications
was added to the agricultural education degree program at TTU. An option is similar to what
some may call a track. At TTU, the agricultural communications option or track was established
in the Department of Agricultural Education. Students who decided to pursue the option took the
required communications courses instead of the agricultural education courses required. For a student to obtain an option in agricultural communications, they had to complete 29 hours of courses
offered through mass communications.
Dr. Eggenberger volunteered to be the adviser for the Agricultural Communicators of Tomorrow (ACT) organization shortly thereafter. ACT students published the first student publication –
Aggie News – in 1974. The name quickly changed to the Ag Journal by the second issue. The Ag
Journal was a college-wide newsletter the ACT members produced. In 1975, the curriculum for
the agricultural communications option increased to 35 hours of mass communication credits, and
in 1979, Dr. Stockton became the department head.
In 1982, the option evolved into a specialization with students completing 45 hours of communications credits (see Figure 1). It was at this time two agricultural communications courses
were developed within the department – AGED 430 Agricultural Education Problems and AGED
431 Transfer of Agricultural Technology. These six credit hours were required along with 39 mass
communications credit hours to make up the 45 hours required for the agricultural communications specialization. In AGED 430, students produced The Agriculturist, a student developed and
published magazine that is still produced today. ACT also hosted its first banquet. In 1983, these
courses remained the same, but the numbers changed. AGED 430 became AGED 4301 and
AGED 431 became AGED 4302. Two years later, the department name changed from the Department of Agricultural Education to the Department of Agricultural Education and Mechanization.
Several more changes occurred in the late 1980s. On June 28, 1985, an advisory committee
was formed to help provide recommendations for curriculum and to help place students in internships. The advisory committee consisted of private industry communications professionals, faculty,
university staff, and students. Some suggestions the advisory committee made were implemented
in 1987 with more course additions. A new agricultural communications course – AGED 3302
Agricultural Data Base Networks, Information Systems and Populace – was added to the curriculum. According to the 1987 course catalog, the course was described as “computer hardware and
software used in agricultural data base networks, and the interface with the agricultural populace”
(p. 94). Also, the course catalog encouraged students to join ACT and become active members.
In 1988, four more courses were added to the curriculum, increasing the number of required
agricultural communications course hours to 24 and decreasing the number of required mass communications course hours to 16. The four courses were (see figure 2):
•
•
•

AGED 2301 – Introduction to Agricultural Education and Information Systems
AGED 3200 – Writing for Agriculture
AGED 3303 – Communicating Agriculture to the Public
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•

AGED 4100 – Seminar in Communications

The relationship between agricultural education and mass communications was good but until
you have them in your building they’re not really your students. If they’re taking courses everywhere else then you don’t see them. You know, part of being a good faculty and adviser is knowing
your students and having them in class, said Steve Fraze, Ph.D. (personal communication, October
10, 2012)who has been a faculty member in the department since 1988. Because of perspectives
like this and the increased popularity of agricultural communications, the program continued to
evolve.
The early 1990s marked an exciting time for agricultural communications at TTU. In 1991,
Paul Vaughn, Ph.D., became the department chair, and in 1993, the department name changed to
the Department of Agricultural Education and Communications, as it is still called today, reflecting the growth and popularity of the agricultural communications program. Faculty members were
also working toward creating an undergraduate degree in agricultural communications.
You know, you can analyze a transcript and know pretty well what a student did, but when you
look at the bottom it says Bachelors of Science Agricultural Communications it means a whole lot
on your transcript and on your diploma that hangs on the wall, said Dr. Fraze (personal communication, October 10, 2012).
And so, in 1994, a Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Communications was finally offered
through the department. Along with the creation of the undergraduate degree, several new courses
were added (see Figure 3):
•
•
•
•

ACOM 2301 – Introduction to Agricultural Communications
ACOM 4000 – Internship in Agricultural Communications
ACOM 4301 – Agricultural Communications Problems
ACOM 4310 – Development of Agricultural Publications

Students were required to have a minimum of 132 hours to graduate with this bachelor’s
degree. In 1996, the Communicating Agriculture to the Public course was changed in the course
catalog from an AGED prefix to an ACOM prefix. Also, ACOM 4300 Advanced Computer Applications in Agricultural Media Production was added.
Similar to the 1990s, the 2000s have marked another time of change. Matt Baker, Ph.D.
was named department chair in 2001. Over the next several years, 2001-2005, more courses were
added to the agricultural communications curriculum as well as the creation of some graduate level
courses (see figure 4):
•
•
•
•
•

ACOM 2305 – Digital Communications in Agriculture
ACOM 4300 – Web Design in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
ACOM 5001 – Contemporary Issues in Agriculture
ACOM 5303 – Advanced Computer Applications in Agricultural Communications
ACOM 5307 – Methods of Technology Change

In 2004, the state enacted a policy that reduced the required number of hours for all degrees
to 120. Because of this, faculty had to restructure the degree plan to meet the new state needs as
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well as the needs of the students. Part of meeting those needs was creating a Master of Science in
Agricultural Communications degree program to be offered for the first time in 2007. This degree
required 36 hours of graduate courses.
Along with Dr. Fraze being named the department chair in 2008, more courses were offered both on the undergraduate and graduate levels between 2008 and 2010 (see Figure 5):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ACOM 2303 – Digital Imaging in Agriculture
ACOM 3305 – Layout and Design in Agricultural Sciences
ACOM 4305 – Agricultural Communications Campaigns
ACOM 4311 – Convergence in Agriculture Media
ACOM 5302 – Knowledge Management in Agriculture and Natural Resources
ACOM 5304 – Risk and Crisis Communication in Agriculture and Natural Resources
ACOM 5306 – Foundations of Agricultural Communications
ACOM 5308 – Utilizing Online Media in Agricultural Communications
ACOM 7100 – Graduate Seminar

A 19 hour minor in agricultural communications was added in 2010 and after a three-year
process, the Doctor of Philosophy in Agricultural Communications and Education was approved
on October 27, 2011. Figure 7 depicts the courses currently offered at TTU for undergraduate and
graduate students.
Figure 1
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Figure 1. List of courses students specializing in agricultural communications at Texas Tech University in 1982 were required to take. Adapted from “Agricultural Communications Specialization,” by Office of Official Publications, 1982, Bulletin of Texas Tech University Undergraduate
Catalog 1982-1983, p. 83.
Figure 2

	
  

Figure 2. List of courses and course descriptions offered in agricultural education including new
agricultural communications courses in 1988 at Texas Tech University. Adapted from “Courses in
Agricultural Education. (AGED),” by Office of Official Publications, 1988, Bulletin of Texas Tech
University Undergraduate Catalog 1988-1989, p. 96-97.
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Figure 3

	
  

Figure 3. List of courses and course descriptions offered in agricultural education including new
agricultural communications courses in 1994 at Texas Tech University. Adapted from “Courses in
Agricultural Education. (AGED),” by Office of Official Publications, 1994, Undergraduate Catalog
1994-1995 Bulletin of Texas Tech University, p. 101.
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Figure 4

Figure 4. Undergraduate and graduate courses and descriptions offered in agricultural communications at Texas Tech University in 2005. This includes newly developed courses through 2001-2005.
Adapted from “Agricultural Communications (ACOM),” by Office of Official Publications, 2005,
Texas Tech University Undergraduate and Graduate Catalog 2005-2006, p. 99.
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Figure 5

	
  

Figure 5. Undergraduate and graduate course offerings and descriptions for agricultural communications students offered in 2010 at Texas Tech University. This includes several new courses added
between 2008-2010. Adapted from “Agricultural Communications (ACOM),” by Office of Official
Publications, 2010, Texas Tech University 2010-2011 Undergraduate and Graduate Catalog, p. 109 &
111.
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Figure 6

	
  

	
  

Figure 6. Current listing of undergraduate and graduate courses and descriptions offered in agricultural communications at Texas Tech University. Adapted from “Agricultural Communications
(ACOM),” by Office of Official Publications, 2012, Texas Tech University Catalog Undergraduate
and Graduate 2012-2013, p. 123-124.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

The agricultural communications degree program at TTU started as an option, later became a specialization, then evolved into a degree program. This follows suit with Tucker et al.
(2003) and their conclusions of agricultural communications being derived from journalism and
mass communications courses. After a transition period of creating agricultural communications
courses, the program area was able to separate from mass communications and develop its own
courses, while continuing to require students to take several courses in mass communications.
Agricultural communications is often a misunderstood degree program (Weckman et al.,
2000). Regardless, agricultural communications programs are growing, and because of this it may
take time for the programs to experience institutional support (Weckman et al., 2000). This study
is an example of how gaining institutional support can be a long and tedious process. The process
TTU went through, in first recognizing a need for a program, developing relationships with other
colleges to meet those needs, creating specialized courses, and then evolving into degree programs,
can be useful to other institutions that are looking to create new or modified degree programs in
agricultural communications. Creating a degree program is not a quick and easy process. It takes
many months, and in the case of TTU’s Doctor of Philosophy program, many years to develop and
obtain approval.
Course offerings have evolved over the years in order to meet employer demands which researchers (Doerfert & Miller, 1996; Irlbeck & Akers, 2009; Morgan, 2012; Sprecker & Rudd,
1998) have found to be a vital component of agricultural communications programs due to the ever
changing work environment. The information provided here can help other institutions decide
what course offerings could be offered in undergraduate and graduate agricultural communications
programs.
It is important to understand where a program has been and where it is going, and the only way
to do that is to understand its history. Other institutions who have agricultural communications
programs should conduct a similar historical analysis to better understand the development of their
programs. Efforts should be made to collect oral histories of influential faculty and students who
can provide rich details about the program. These stories could then be used in communication
materials or to provide a broader picture of the academic discipline.
Knauft (2006) discussed how undergraduate students are unfamiliar with a program’s history.
With the findings from this case study, a historical timeline can be created and displayed in the
agricultural education and communications building. This timeline could display important dates
and relevant events throughout the course of TTU’s agricultural communications degree program.
The department could display this in the building for students, faculty, and other stakeholders to
see. A display would help students, faculty, and stakeholders understand where the department has
been and anticipate what the future may hold.
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Understanding Whence We Came: Role of
the Association for Communication
Excellence in the Development of
Agricultural Communications during the
Past Century - and Future Implications
D. Dwayne Cartmell II and James F. Evans
Introduction

To understand where we are today, we must first try to understand whence we came. – C.G. Scruggs
and Smith W. Moseley (1979, p. 22)
On June 14, 1913, editors from six colleges of agriculture met at the University of Illinois in an
informal way to discuss six questions focused on their role in the dissemination of information via
the media about agricultural issues. After several fruitful discussions regarding the questions at hand,
the men decided this type of gathering was important for their future. As such, they voted unanimously to make the conference an annual activity. This was the first meeting of what is now the
Association for Communication Excellence in Agriculture, Natural Resources, and Life and Human
Sciences (ACE).
The discipline has changed greatly since this initial conference, as has the organization it represents. The need for skilled professional communicators is as evident today as it was at that first
meeting of college editors.
At a time when demand is at an all time high for graduates with degrees from agricultural commnications programs, it is good to reflect on how our discipline has reached this point. How has our
discipline evolved during the last century? What role has the Association for Communication Excellence played in the development of the agricultural communications discipline?
Winston Churchill once said, “The farther backward you can look, the farther forward you can
see” (Mansfield, 1995, p. 200). In an attempt to follow the words of Churchill as well as Scruggs and
Moseley, this analysis seeks to renew our understanding of the past as well as keep a keen eye toward
the future of agricultural communications as an academic field.

Problem Statement

There is currently no literature looking at the role of the Association for Communication
Excellence in the development of agricultural journalism/agricultural communications as an
academic discipline.

Purpose

The purpose of this research is to provide a historical overview of the role of ACE in the
growth and development of agricultural communications as an academic discipline as well as a
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professional field of practice. In particular, the analysis will focus on historical data from ACE
publications and documents, showcasing the growth of the discipline as it relates to the land grant
mission of teaching, research and service.

Research Questions

The following questions guided this study:

1) What were the significant historical contexts through the Association for Communication Excellence surrounding the development of teaching programs in agricultural communications?
2) What were the significant historical contexts through the Association for Communication Excellence surrounding the development of research in agricultural communications?
3) What were the significant historical contexts through the Association for Communication Excellence surrounding the development of service efforts in agricultural communications?

Methods and Procedures

Historical inquiry research methods were used to address the research questions, which guided
this investigation. Davis (1991) noted seven guidelines for researching and writing curriculum history. These guidelines are: authority, interpretation, significance, context, representativeness, perspective, and style (p. 79-80). These guidelines, along with the six steps for conducting historical
research by Busha and Harter (1980), were used in the development of this historical investigation.
In particular, both primary and secondary historical references were used to obtain the information
needed. Primary sources included journal articles, newsletter articles, conference reports, conference
proceedings and other publications. Secondary sources included selected books, national project reports and other online publications. The information was collected through the library resources at
Oklahoma State University and the University of Illinois as well as the Agricultural Communications Documentation Center (ACDC) and other online resources.
The major search process, which occurred using the ACDC, identified 1,255 articles in ACE
periodicals from 1919 to date. The authors subjected all references to internal and external criticism
to ensure the authenticity and accuracy of the source (Key, 1997).
In this analysis, the term “agriculture” is used broadly to encompass the food enterprise (from
research, production, processing, marketing, policies and trade to consumption, diets and nutrition
for health); feed for animals; fiber for clothing and other uses; renewable energy; natural resources
and conservation; rural community development, rural affairs and other related aspects. “Communications” is used broadly to encompass all intrapersonal, interpersonal and mediated means by which
humans interact and otherwise gather information, consider options and make decisions in pursuit
of their wellbeing.

Findings
I. Development of teaching programs in agricultural communications
Agricultural Journalism programs were at the forefront of journalism education in the United
States in the early 1900s. From their roots in technical journalism departments, these programs have
gravitated toward agricultural colleges as the journalism programs shifted to a more general focus
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( Jarnagin, 1966). The profession of agricultural communications/agricultural journalism has seen a
major growth in the last century. Similarly, academic programs in this field have seen tremendous
growth and development. Today they offer a dynamic range of course offerings while experiencing
increasing enrollment. New programs seem to sprout roots on a regular basis and existing programs
are seeing major growth spurts in relation to student numbers and curricular offerings as the need for
communicating agricultural issues to an increasingly agricultural illiterate audience becomes more
and more important.
In the early days, ACE was fighting for status as an organization and academic programs were
searching for a focus ( Jarnagin, 1966). Few agricultural journalism and communications programs
existed, much less curriculum to support programs. Just more than 100 years ago, in 1905, the first
agricultural journalism course was offered at Iowa State College (Boone, Meisenbach and Tucker,
2000). Today, many programs offer up to 10 or 15 core courses within the department.
Iowa State University was the first to offer a four-year curriculum in agricultural journalism,
beginning in 1920. The University of Wisconsin established the first Department of Agricultural
Journalism in the world in 1908 (http://lsc.wisc.edu/home/). From this point forward, there was a
steady increase in the number of degree programs in agricultural journalism with 14 schools offering the equivalent of a major by 1952 (Report of the program development conference, 1952). By
1982, 20 universities were offering undergraduate degrees in agricultural journalism, agricultural
communication(s), agriculture and natural resources communications, technical communications,
rural communications and/or agricommunication (Evans & Bolick, 1965). Today, Web searching
reveals more than 45 U. S. colleges and universities with an identified program in agricultural journalism or agricultural communications.
In the early years, few students sought a degree in those agricultural journalism programs. In
2011, USDA reported nearly 1,500 students seeking an undergraduate degree in agricultural communications/journalism at land grant institutions in the U.S. More than 130 were pursuing a master’s degree or doctorate in this academic field (USDA, 2011).
Early ACE - learning, training and finding a place
The early years of ACE saw members trying to figure out how they fit in with the academic
community. ACE provided members an opportunity for professional development and sharing of
ideas. With the passage of the Smith-Lever Act, which established the Cooperative Extension Service, many universities faced reorganization. Editors were organized to manage information services
beyond the research publications associated with their original Experiment Station work (Report of
the program development conference, 1952). They were charged with taking that information and
delivering it via this new formal Extension system to the people. Growth of communications need
broadened their responsibilities beyond the editing and publishing focus to serving also as public
information officers and specialists.
Throughout the 1920s, editors served as providers of information (Report of the program development conference, 1952). In addition, there was a strong focus on how editors could assist Extension agents. As the role of editors grew, there was an emphasis placed on editorial improvement
and continuing education. At the same time, demand continued to grow for well-trained writing
staff. This demand has been the driving force behind the growth of academic programs. There was
a need – which continues today - for skilled professional communicators who are informed about
and interested in agriculture. Programs have grown and had success because of the increasing job
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opportunities for well-prepared graduates who are indeed trained in agriculture and journalism/
communications. The “agriculture” part of that combination has broadened tremendously, as has the
“journalism/communications” part.
The mid-1920s through the early 1930s brought about more change as radio came onto the
scene. Now, not only were communicators serving as writers and editors but also they faced a distinct
need for broadcasters and on-air talent. This advancement in mediums continued to increase the demand for a broadly trained communicator. As such, professional development was a strong need for
those already employed in the field (Kansas Draws on Student Talent, 1933; Report of Committee
on Professional Training, 1934).
“What should be the professional training of men and women to become agricultural and home
editors?” Andrew Hopkins asked in a 1934 issue of ACE newsletter. His article addressed the question, “Are we, as editors, alive to our responsibilities?” (Hopkins)
This surge in the need for professional development and continuing education for professionals
continued to emerge, along with a training ground for new staff.
A national project for professional development
As editors and staff struggled to have the appropriate skill set to meet the information demands
of society, ACE leadership began a project titled Operation Boot Strap, which was a continuing
education training effort.
Again, ACE was shifting in focus and need. Operation Boot Strap served as a catalyst for the
broadening of undergraduate degree programs as well as the early development of graduate programs
during the 1950s. The struggle continued as professionals continued to seek additional training options. This struggle for training, both pre-service and in-service, ultimately led to the development
of a proposal for the National Project in Agricultural Communications (NPAC).
ACE and the American Association of Land-Grant Colleges and State Universities sponsored
the NPAC project jointly. It was funded primarily through grants from the W. K. Kellogg Foundation, plus payments for services provided to the various land-grant institutions of the country. The
proposal for a five-year project was approved by Kellogg Foundation during early 1953 and the new
NPAC project director began work on the project during late 1953.
During the project, one focused teaching approach was the Balanced Agricultural Training Program. This program was designed with a goal to train the trainer.
From time to time during the 1950s ACE members reported on ways in which they supported
students on their campuses. For example, in an AAACE article Margaret McKeegan of Michigan
State University explained how five students helped in Extension television programming. Former
student assistants reported how their experiences helped them gain credentials for employment,
learn about communications and get acquainted with the workings of an Extension information office. McKeegan summarized by saying, “I can see no better way to entice communicators into our
field than by training them while they are undergraduate students (McKeegan, 1956, p. 3).
Support for expanding academic programs
As teaching and research programs emerged and grew on campuses across the nation during the
1960s, ACE members discussed the extent to which departmental status and academic appointments were important to them and their field of interest. They realized that research agendas and
creative endeavors would be important for moving in that direction.
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With the advancements of radio in the 1930s and the evolution of television in the 1950s, educational programs continued to shift, although student numbers and program size didn’t take a huge
jump until the last three decades leading to the ACE century celebration.
By the late 1960s, ACE members were embarking on a project that combined their roles as
learners and teachers. The first edition of Communications Handbook was published by ACE in 1967
(Communications Handbook, 1976). Members wrote, designed and edited this resource for students,
educators and practitioners. Topics ranged across communications concepts, speaking, writing, radio,
television, photography, graphics, exhibits, meetings and more. New editions of the popular handbook were published in 1970, 1976, 1983 and 1990.
Beginning in the 1970s, advancements in technology became the driver for the evolution of academic programs, along with a decrease in an agriculturally literate public. Academic programs began
to broaden their approach and many programs changed from agricultural journalism to agricultural
communications, providing for a more broad-based education focused on public relations and other
areas beyond the basic tenets of journalism.
Fitting service with academic roles
As members of the academic community, agricultural college communicators were facing an
increasingly uncomfortable combination of pressures (Evans, Some pains, p. 4). They were expected
to provide an increasingly broad and diverse array of communications services while fulfilling academic expectations in teaching, research and publishing. Their parent discipline, communications,
drew upon a fairly new body of knowledge, still highly sketchy and scattered. Evans suggested that
current agonies are a sign of professional vigor. He argued that diverse services will force stronger
communications planning and more decision-guiding research. The added research will increase
knowledge as a body of subject matter for practice and teaching. The added research and teaching
will help ACE members fit more comfortably into their academic settings (p. 5-6).
Indeed, ACE members became more engaged with student teaching during the 1970s and 1980s.
In 1977, for example, Arland Meade noted in an AAACE article that “a trend seems abroad in the
land: for more AAACE members to take up formal teaching – teaching academic credit courses in
their respective land grant universities” (Meade, p. 24). He explained his own experience in developing and teaching two courses at his university: “Extension Organization and Policy” and “Cooperative Extension Communications.” He suggested that “a few more of us might create a teaching
slot that will get Extension closer to the students – and force us, a bit painfully, to burn more some
midnight oil to keep ahead. I recommend the experience (p. 27).”
Maintaining connections
In the 1990s, many of the academic programs remained relatively small (Doerfert, Cepica, Jones,
and Fiel, 1991), making them vulnerable to many challenges. One huge challenge faced by some
programs was their consolidation with other academic disciplines. This consolidation challenged
curricular decisions along with program abilities to maintain a focused identity. Faculty had to develop new working relationships with colleagues from other disciplines. Additionally, larger programs
began to face challenges with student access to courses in journalism/communications schools. These
internal struggles continue today as smaller programs try to emerge on campuses with resource and
identity challenges.
Consolidation of academic disciplines led, on some campuses, to separation of the agricultural
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journalism/communications faculty members and students from the communications professionals.
Those situations weakened connections among ACE members, students and faculty teachers.
However, ACE members continued their pursuit of professional improvement and their support
for students and the academic mission in agricultural communications. Special Interest Groups of
ACE became more vigorous during the 1990s. They were “building a body of work that’s pushing
open doors of opportunity for all ACE members,” said ACE President Janet Rodekohr in 1996
(Rodekohr). “Nobody’s kicking sand in our faces any more.”
New approaches to professional development
On another front, ACE members introduced their first “super workshop.” Nearly 80 members
attended a two-day workshop, “Mastering the Web: positioning yourself for the future of electronic
publishing” (Liss, 1995). The large turnout for this workshop proved especially encouraging as participants paid $375 to register for it. Regional ACE groups also picked up on this theme, providing
more in-depth workshops to enhance or replace the concept of “meetings.”
Other initiatives for professional development during the 1990s, and since, included introducing
ACE Professional Development Fellowships; considering greater use of distance education in the
face of changing demographics, dwindling resources and other forces (McAlpin, 1994); exploring
the possibility of establishing a professional accreditation program (Donnellan, 1998); and offering
more professional development sessions at annual meetings (Morgan, 2006).
In various ways, and across the nation, professional development initiatives such as these helped
strengthen the broader academic mission as well as the effectiveness of individual members. Sometimes individual ACE members have been instrumental in establishing degree programs. A recent
example was reported during 2006. Gordon Graham explained in Signals how some University of
Arizona students suggested a major course in communications. “With the help of the journalism
department we established an agricultural journalism major. Students in that major soon organized
a chapter of Agricultural Communicators of Tomorrow” (Graham, 2006).
Such initiatives by ACE also helped put at rest the long-time debate among scholars and practitioners in this field about which is more important –agriculture or communications – for students
who are preparing for careers in it. At the 2004 Agricultural Communications Summit, Jim Evans
observed, “The uniqueness and main contributions of our professional study programs lie in helping students prepare to become skilled professional communicators – communicators who uniquely
bring to their careers an understanding of, and interest in, agriculture, broadly defined” (Evans, 2004,
p. 6).
II. Development of research in agricultural communications
Communications research did not appear in the position descriptions of pioneer ACE members,
as editors of agricultural publications. It surely was not a mandate. Early ACE newsletters reveal that
editors described their roles mainly in terms of serving the larger agricultural research agenda. Clark
Wheeler, speaking at the ACE conference in 1919, described the editor’s role as choosing to “turn
the light of publicity upon his fellows and their good work, contenting himself with making the light
and directing it” (Wheeler). However unassuming, the early ACE members clearly were interested
in using editing skills effectively. They wanted to present information in ways their farm readers
could understand and would value.
That early interest laid the foundation for what we see today as a substantial body of research in
agricultural journalism and communications, a growing cadre of skilled researchers and a national
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framework and agenda for research in this important field.
Modest early progress
Progress in communications research began modestly, mainly through a newsletter, plus discussions and reports at annual meetings. For the first 40 years, ACE newsletter was one of the main
connecting links among members “for all but about four days of every year” ( Jarnagin, p. 9). ACE was
initiated in 1919, containing abstracts of publications and talks along with news of the organization
and member activities.
Sometimes progress on the research front took the form of inspiration. President F. H. Jeter
explained in 1920 that ACE “can become one of the leading instruments for the advancement of agricultural knowledge among the general farm public.” The editor will do so, he said, through “making
great the work of this institution” ( Jeter).
By 1926, ACE members were paying close attention to emerging research about readership of
agricultural information. C. E. Rogers reported during the annual conference that “What the farmer
needs is no longer a matter of conjecture. Scientific study of the subject has provided concrete data.”
He cited examples about farm readership of Experiment Station bulletins in Kansas and Nebraska
(Rogers). Also at that time, the Office of Cooperative Extension Work in the U. S. Department of
Agriculture was conducting studies of information sources used by crop growers. ACE members
understood that what rural people read is of vital interest for the agricultural college editor.
Mixing curiosity, doubt, hope and planning
Several themes seem apparent in communications among members during the 1930s.
Curiosity was one apparent theme. It appeared in newsletter articles such as one in 1934 entitled,
“Are we, as editors, alive to our responsibilities?” Author Andrew Hopkins raised eight questions for
ACE members. One of them was: Is there opportunity for research in the field of farm and home
economics editing? (Hopkins)
Doubt seemed a second theme. An example of it appeared in an ACE article during 1933. In an
article entitled, “Will to do research appears to lie dormant,” the unidentified author observed that
“little of burning fever of research is running rampant in the association” (Will to do research).
Hope and Planning seemed a third theme of the 1930s. An article, “Exploring the land of fact,”
in a 1932 issue of ACE offered an example of both. The author acknowledged absence of trained
researchers, modest budgets, time pressures under which editors work and little accurate, scientific
data unearthed. However, the article continued with a suggestion that the association could forward
the progress of research on problems of interest to its membership. Readers of the article found a
detailed outline of a foundation on which to build a research program – organizing the “fact finders,”
financing the search for facts, scheduling the labor, creating bibliographies and identifying studies
for attention. Such studies would address techniques, publicity media and methods, and publicity
campaigns (Exploring the land, p. 7).
During 1933 the Resolution Committee of ACE recommended appointment of a research committee. Identified responsibilities included these: Study the editorial problems that need investigation, suggest methods of conducting such research and maintain contact with individuals who were
doing research work of interest to members (Resolution Committee, p. 3).
At that time, members were sharing information about radio listenership studies, how to gain
reader interest, trends in publication editing (length, illustrations, use of features or news) and mea-
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surement of Extension results.
Bubbling interest and growth
Interest in research bubbled and expanded throughout ACE, beginning in the late 1940s, a dynamic period following World War II. A report about that period noted that agricultural editors had
tended to come from newspaper reporting backgrounds. It explained that the concept of information
as an aid to the educational portion of agriculture grew rather gradually. Agricultural editors became
more involved not only in producing information in a form that would get space in the paper but also
in helping others plan materials and projects that fit the educational objectives of a specific program
and were meant to capture and ‘educate’ potential learners (NPAC, 1960, p. 3). The report noted that
ACE was unable to offer its members much help with those challenges.
“At the same time,” it continued, “the area of communication theory and research was beginning
to emerge as a combination of several disciplines such as sociology, psychology, engineering and
social psychology, particularly at the research level. Some agricultural editors saw this combining of
research and theory as a potential source of solutions to their everyday practical problems. So they
began seeking ways to get such help (p. 3).
Catching a larger vision
At the 1951 annual meeting members authorized the Professional Improvement Committee to
investigate establishing a nationwide project in professional improvement. During a follow-up meeting of that committee, the members laid plans for proposing a national project. It included a research
agenda in the form of collecting and exchanging information, including professional literature.
At a program development conference in 1952 it “was generally agreed that the greatest value
of research for agricultural editors would be in helping individual editors find specific answers for
practical problems. This means that communication of present communications research is one of
our greatest needs. Much work of potential value to the agricultural editor has already been done but
either has not been reported in an outlet that reaches him or has not been offered in a form that he
can apply” (p. 32). So the conferees called for an inventory of communications research, as a starting
point. They also noted that research may be part of a training program, through the research projects
involved in supporting graduate study and research (Report of the program development conference).
Out of the conference came identification of six fields in which research was needed: (1) Study
of all available materials, through literature search, an abstracting service of past and current research,
and the most satisfactory type of professional journal. (2) Basic research of methods of influencing
people, including audience reactions. (3) Tests of effectiveness in techniques between given media
and within the same medium. (4) Development of techniques for keeping county Extension agents
informed of latest developments in subject matter and methods. (5) Determination of the potential
role of agricultural communications specialists and basic standards necessary to enable them to fulfill
that role. (6) Investigation into needs for and present methods of research reporting, including cooperative research between USDA and the states (p. 34).
Those planners of a national project recognized difficulties in developing an organization to direct and handle the research agenda. Difficulties included financing, procuring competent personnel
and developing understanding about the value of communications research. Planners recommended
establishing a director of communications research, using graduate assistants at various land-grant
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colleges, gaining library, statistical and other consultant services, and gaining administrative endorsement.
ACE leaders clearly were catching a new and larger vision of potentials for members. Andrew
Hopkins (among the founders of ACE in 1913) observed in 1951: “The role of the agricultural
journalist may be an exceedingly important one, far reaching in its influence and highly productive
of significant results. Much will depend on the attitude and capability of the individual and the opportunity…for creative work.” The agricultural journalist may, he said, be a “scientist in communication delving into the mysteries of influencing behavior of individuals, groups and crowds” ( Jarnagin,
p. 66).
Research agenda of NPAC
Research initiatives of NPAC began with employment of a research director in September 1954
and an identified agenda of five jobs:
-

Find out who is doing communication research and what is being done that is applicable to
agricultural communications
Encourage more and better new research on the part of individuals, regional groups, the
USDA, state experimentation stations and others
Encourage understanding of, interest in, and application of research results
Do “housekeeping” research for, and contribute to, the development of NPAC programs
Leave the NPAC research activities in such condition at the end of the grant period that they
can be carried on in some productive, self-supporting fashion

By early 1960 (nearing the end of the project) abstracts of about 2,500 research studies had been
completed, with bibliography cards available on about 5,000 studies. Summary digests had been published in four areas: radio, diffusion, readability, and type and typography. Five volumes of a research
newsletter, SEARCH, had been published with a paid circulation of about 1,000. Also, six regional
committees on research had been established – two in the South, two in the Northeast and two in the
North Central regions. Several research projects had been developed by those regional committees,
with others in progress (NPAC, 1959, p. 4).
ACE President George Round challenged members during 1956 with “things that need DOING” in the next 10 years. Several of the needs he emphasized related to research. One need, he said,
was for greater use of mass communications and increased skills in using mass media wisely. He also
called for establishing a professional journal to help ACE in “reinforcing our desires for more ways
and means to raise our level of professional competence.” Other needs with research implications
included: (1) recognizing fully the value of graduate work and encouraging more members to take
advantage of opportunities in this field, (2) establishing more departments in colleges where agricultural and home economics journalism or communications are taught and (3) attracting more bright
young men and women to agricultural journalism and related fields (Round, 1945).
“The crop of well-trained communications research editors is growing and the training itself
has reached a desirable high level,” noted Charles G. Grey in 1959. He also observed that through
NPAC “the nation has become cognizant of agricultural communications and the need for doing
research in it (Grey, 1959). However, having looked through 13,000 experiment station projects he
found only a few dealing with agricultural communications. “The case of missing communications
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research” was the title of his article.
At the beginning of the 1960s, responses from 18 editors revealed what author R. L. Reeder described as a surprising variety of sources of research information. His article, “Ag editors put research
to work,” revealed more than 20 ways ACE members in those states were using research in their
activities. Those research efforts ranged across publications, radio program services, use of visuals, use
of commodity letters, audience feedback, effectiveness of county staff as communicators, reorganization of agricultural work and other areas (Reeder, 1960).
During the 1960s, ACE members were consistently reporting on their research at annual conferences. For example, two research sessions at the 1962 conference featured topics such as communication behavior of innovators and other adopter categories, communication behavior of farm families
and county Extension advisors, manuscript testing and using graphs and tables (Miller, 1962).
In a 1962 article, “Establishing some bases for communications research,” James H. McCormick
asked why communications research in agriculture is not further off the ground. He mentioned neglect, lack of time, lack of resources and lack of “capable people with burning desire for such research”
as challenges. “Or is it want of clear definition of the problem areas in the communication field…?”
(McCormick, p. 4). He encouraged teamwork, especially with rural sociologists.
Another challenge of that period (as the NPAC project ended) came from Hadley Read in a
1962 AAACE editorial, “Our dilemma in an academic world.” He argued that ACE members are
professionals in an academic world with academic standards. He suggested that “many more of us,
whether experienced or inexperienced must acquire the ability to carry out disciplined scientific research in our fields. And we must publish the results of our research so that new knowledge becomes
a part of the literature of our profession” (Read).
Broadening the research agenda
Growth of teaching and research programs in agricultural communications probably surprised
those in the 1970s and beyond who equated this field with declining farm populations, disappearance of some highly-visible farm magazines and fewer newspapers and big-market broadcast stations
employing farm reporters. Part of what they missed was the explosion of agricultural knowledge that
had more than doubled between 1945 and 1975 (Evans, 1975, p. 17). As a result, more increasinglyspecialized information needed to flow through more channels to more audiences. The combination
helped drive demand for research to guide those efforts.
Also, as the 1970s arrived ACE members in the faculty ranks were taking a new look at the
academic base for agricultural communications. Similarly to teaching efforts in journalism and the
agriculture disciplines, agricultural communications instruction began with a focus on skills. Early
agricultural journalism courses focused on skills such as writing, editing and design. Beyond those
“micro-oriented” skills, by 1970 agricultural communications teachers were experimenting with
“macro-oriented” studies such as agriculture and its publics, communications systems in agriculture
and communications in agricultural development. They were exploring research to help students
examine the implications of an explosion of new communications technologies, changing audience
structures within and beyond agriculture, changing economics of communicating, rapid growth in
the quantity of agricultural knowledge, changes in sources of agricultural knowledge and the increasingly international character of agriculture (Evans, 1972, p. 33-34). Such experimental courses
revealed new agendas for research in agricultural journalism and communications.
These research agendas were not to be confined to ACE members who worked with agricultural
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communications programs as faculty members. “There’s a place for the practicing agricultural editor
in communications research,” suggested William Carpenter in a 1978 AAACE article. He identified five roles the practicing editor can play: (1) encourage associates to carry out research, (2) advise
students, especially for graduate programs, (3) carry out simple evaluation studies, such as inviting
feedback from media about usage, surveying subscribers and reviewing clipping services, (4) take
part in research teams and (5) conduct research as a full-time or part-time responsibility (Carpenter).
Research dimensions of the organization grew more visible in October 1978 when the AAACE
periodical became ACE Quarterly and took a format similar to many scholarly journals. Also, during
1979, the ACE Communications Process Task Force took steps to help communications specialists
work from a “fragmented and incomplete theoretical and research-based literature (Kern, 1979, p.
7). The committee proposed formation of a national commission to examine the operation of the
communication/information system related to land-grant/USDA missions involving agricultural,
forestry, home economics, youth and community development. The committee sought to develop
communication models, organization, training and other elements that would enhance the effectiveness of the system.
Size and nature of the body of literature about agricultural communications became clearer during the early 1980s. A bibliometric analysis of such literature during 1981 revealed a substantial body
of widely-scattered literature that grew about 14 percent a year between 1970 and 1979. Findings
showed that among 336 periodicals that contained references about agricultural communications,
the top-ranked periodical provided only six percent of the total. Authors concluded that growth of
the expanding literature base makes such information increasingly important (Prabha, 1982, p. 2830). These findings prompted establishment in 1982 of the Agricultural Communications Documentation Center as an international resource and service, based at the University of Illinois.
Looking back in 2005, Larry Whiting observed that between 1960 and approximately 1990 perhaps two dozen well-known faculty members from across the nation were accomplishing excellent
research in this field, and were simultaneously active in ACE. NPAC may have marked a golden
era of agricultural communications research, he said, but “other such eras are ahead of us” (Whiting,
2005).
Continuing to provide practical information
“What kind of research information do communications practitioners need?” John Pates asked in
a 1987 ACE Quarterly article. Reporting on suggestions he had heard, he identified four categories
of need: (1) Audience-type questions, such as information needs, promoting media attention, how
much people will pay for information and reaching the desired audience. (2) Gatekeeper concerns,
such as why are large papers devoting less space to agriculture, what the media want, guidelines they
use. (3) Administrative matters, such as how information services are helping in the Experiment Station and Extension mission, and how to help administrators keep out of political hot water. (4) How
to get the biggest bang for the buck (Pates).
The Journal of Applied Communications emerged in 1990. It replaced ACE Quarterly as the official
periodical of ACE. JAC continued to pursue the long-time goal of providing practical information
to help ACE members grow professionally in their day-to-day work. It also identified and helped
provide direction for a growing body of research across a wide range of developments, issues and opportunities related to agricultural communications.
ACE members and other authors addressed a broad range of topics during the 1900s. Examples
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of those serving professional development included use of video news releases, electronic transmission of news, communicating agricultural safety, uses of the internet, news about agriculture in newspapers, communicating about food biotechnology, reaching diverse audiences, consumer attitudes
about food and agriculture, publication readership, ethical issues facing agricultural journalists and
applications of video teleconferencing.
Sample topics of the period related to teaching and research included reviews of agricultural
communications courses and curricula, writing and the productive agricultural scientist, designing
in-service communications education for Extension personnel, using the Internet for college credit
courses, working with local survey researchers, “Who’s out there?” (audience analysis), how agricultural journalists write, working with local survey researchers, social science perspectives of agricultural communications research, using informant-directed interviews, sustainability of scientific journals
and decision data services within communications units.
Since 2000, part of the research attention has been directed to the Journal of Applied Communications itself. Researchers Traci Naile, Tanner Robertson and Dwayne Cartmell looked at the mix
of research orientations in the journal. In particular, the researchers wanted to learn to what extent
the Journal of Applied Communications continues the long-time purpose of serving the needs of
practicing communicators. Their approach involved examining the content of JAC from 1990-2006,
totaling 222 research and non-research articles. The found that more than 300 authors published
in the journal during that time period, representing more than 70 universities, agencies and private
businesses. Twenty-seven percent of all articles were non-research in nature, leading researchers to
conclude that the journal “is a leading outlet for scholarly literature while also meeting its purpose
as a professional development resource for educational communicators” (Naile et al., 2010, p. 57).
They also found a considerable range of research tools used during that period. Methods included
surveys of various kinds, focus groups, content analyses, case studies, interviews, testing and multiple
methods (p. 54).
Another team (Leslie Edgar, Tracy Rutherford and Gary Briers) examined research themes and
methodologies in JAC from 1997 through 2006. Researchers identified 21 primary research theme
areas and 28 secondary theme areas among 91 articles published in JAC during that period. Findings
led the researchers to conclude that agricultural communications may still be searching to find where
it fits. That wide variety in research themes was perhaps excessive, the researchers observed, in terms
of the relatively small number of research articles published (Edgar et al., p. 29-30).
Topics addressed in JAC from 2000 to 2013 continued to serve a combination of professional development and teaching/research needs. As in earlier decades, most addressed current media,
methods and issues. Samples included effectiveness of college of agriculture news releases, answering food safety questions on the World Wide Web, labeling genetically modified food, translating science-based research for public consumption, newspaper coverage of swine production issues,
ethical concerns within the agricultural advertiser-media-reader triad, preparedness for managing
crisis communication on land-grant campuses, critical thinking dispositions of agricultural communications students, using social media, framing mad cow media coverage, reaching older adults and
people with disabilities, Salmonella and the media, using blended e-learning tools, managing media
relationships and advocacy in agricultural social movements.
Expanding resources and a national framework
By 2013, ACE members with an interest in research had a substantial resource available for
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their efforts to identify and assess this mushrooming, diverse body of literature. The Agricultural
Communications Documentation Center had grown to more than 38,000 documents involving
agriculture-related communications in more than 170 countries. Each document included both
aspects – communications and agriculture, broadly defined. ACE members and other users from
throughout the world could identify these documents through an open online search system. They
could gain access to documents of interest by online or other means. Staff members of the Center
were available to provide individual support in locating and providing access to materials.
Also, by 2013 those interested in agricultural communications research were examining and experimenting with a new conceptual and planning resource. During 2005, ACE helped develop a national and international research agenda for agricultural communications. The agenda was developed
through an interdisciplinary project in which ACE was a partner, with four ACE members on the
development team. Agricultural knowledge management served as the framework for this integrated,
comprehensive research agenda. It identified broad areas for research effort in this field, posed questions to address in each area and suggested some priority research initiatives. One intent for it was
to help any agricultural communications researcher identify where his or her efforts fit into a larger
national and international agenda (Doerfert et al., 2007; Osborne, n.d., p. 6, 9-11).
III. Development of a special service dimension in agricultural communications
Nearly 43 years of support for the national student organization, Agricultural Communicators
of Tomorrow (ACT), represent one of the most substantial and enduring ACE services to academic
programming. This relationship traces back to 1969 when the American Association of Agricultural
Communicators in Education approved a petition to serve as parent organization of a new national
student group. The request came from a team of agricultural communications students and faculty
advisers from Iowa State University, University of Illinois and University of Missouri. They had met
twice in Burlington, Iowa, to discuss possibilities and lay groundwork for forming a national organization of students interested in careers in agricultural journalism/communications.
Their plans were guided by results of a national survey during 1968 by students at the University
of Illinois. Findings from 22 universities indicated that more than 250 students were enrolled in such
programs at 15 universities. Respondents indicated interest and value in a national organization of
students in agricultural communications. At that time, students majoring in this field on some campuses had formed professional groups, such as agricultural journalism clubs. However, students had
almost no interaction among campuses. A coalition of agricultural college student magazines was
their only connecting body. Agricultural College Magazines Associated (ACMA) served as a center
for advertising and editorial help.
By early 1969, the student planners had identified a name for the organization and the goals it
would serve for members. They had also drafted a constitution and bylaws (Nikolai, 2002; Formation of ACT, n.d.). They saw value in affiliating with a parent professional organization and identified two criteria for doing so. They desired a parent group that represented professional interests
across a wide range of communications skills and activities related to agricultural journalism and
communications. They also sought a parent group with members represented on-campus, to provide
continuing local interactions with students. ACE met both of those criteria, prompting the request
by students during the ACE conference at the University of Missouri during mid-1969.
A report in the AAACE newsletter during late 1969 alerted members to the emerging student
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organization. The article explained that success of this effort would rest heavily upon support from
them on campuses throughout the nation (Evans, 1969).
Twenty-three students from seven universities met with ACE at Cornell University, Ithaca, New
York, in July 1970 to form ACT. They ratified the proposed constitution and bylaws, adopted Agricultural Communicators of Tomorrow as the official name, conducted the first ACT communications contest and elected officers (Hutson, 1970). Another important topic of discussion was whether
ACMA would become an integral part or remain an independent group. ACMA decided to merge
with ACT on an experimental basis for one year. It later did so on a continuing basis.
Inaugural ACT president Frank Holdmeyer summarized the formation as follows: “On the
whole, the first national conference of Agricultural Communicators of Tomorrow was a huge success
and the future promises a rewarding program of ACTivities.”
So ACE found itself serving as a new parent, helping aspiring young agricultural journalists and
communicators prepare for their careers.
Active support from ACE took immediate form. The next four ACE conferences (1971 through
1974) served as the venue for ACT conferences (National ACT meeting sites, 1995). At the conferences, students were able to carry out their business matters, communications contests, workshops
and professional development sessions. In addition, they had opportunity to take part in the programming of the parent conferences. Students also benefited from meeting and establishing relationships with professionals. Many of the ACT advisers were (as today) members of ACE. Often
the teachers of agricultural journalism and communications were affiliated with the same administrative units as other ACE members.
Throughout this 43-year relationship, ACE has helped increase the unity among agricultural
communications students, nationally and beyond. It has helped support programs of student recognition and professional development, such as annual critique and recognition programs. ACE
provided financial support for those programs. Individual members served as judges of contest
materials. They also provided workshops for agriculture student publications and served as speakers
in career sessions of ACT conferences. Beyond the first five annual ACT conferences, ACE hosted
others across the years.
On home campuses, individual ACE members have supported agricultural communications students in many ways. They have, for example, provided part-time jobs in communications services
units, helped teach classes, served as mentors, been guest speakers at ACT meetings, provided workshops, hosted field trips and helped students locate internships and jobs.
Through the affiliation with ACT, ACE has served faculty members as well as students. It provided the first continuing forums for faculty members who advised the student organization. Those
relationships among faculty members began informally, but have developed substantially. Two current special interest groups, Academic Programs and Research, within ACE testify to the role it has
played. Through these interest groups, ACE is serving faculty members in their professional development, their effectiveness as teachers and their contribution to research in agricultural communications. Through services to agricultural communications faculty members, ACE also has contributed
to the formation and development of new academic programs throughout the nation.

Review of Findings

This analysis, as reflected largely through the literature of ACE during the past century, helps
answer the three identified research questions.
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What were the significant historical contexts through the Association for Communication Excellence
(ACE) surrounding the development of the teaching programs in agricultural communications?
The information found in the ACE documentation strongly suggests the organization played a
major role in providing a basis for the development of the academic discipline of agricultural communications.
During the early years, programs battled to find their way in the academic setting. However,
technological advancements along with the need to deliver scientific information to the general public led to demands for skilled professionals in writing and editing. This led to development of many
programs that still exist today in the discipline.
As technology changed, professional development was critical for professionals. ACE has been
the bedrock for providing professional development training for agricultural communicators from
land-grant institutions. ACE along with support from other entities, formed the National Project
in Agricultural Communications (NPAC), which became a critical effort in the overall continued
growth of the professional development and training foci of ACE.
Certainly, the evolution of publications such as the Journal of Applied Communications ( JAC) has
provided outlets for scholarly growth of the discipline, including focused research on teaching and
professional development.
As demand for skilled agricultural communicators has evolved, so to have programs at institutions around the country. Today, not only are programs robust and growing in terms of curriculum,
student numbers, faculty numbers, etc., but also graduate programs are emerging. Certainly, the
discipline wouldn’t have made the strides it has without the support and commitment of ACE members throughout the years, especially related to a commitment to quality teaching and professional
development opportunities.
What were the significant historical contexts through ACE surrounding the development of research in
agricultural communications?
From the beginning of ACE the organization and members have helped identify, establish and
pursue research missions and agendas that serve today’s academic programs in agricultural communications. Research activities of ACE track back a century when the pioneer ACE members were
asking “how to” questions about editing. They were looking for answers to help them improve their
work and using their annual conferences and first newsletter, ACE, to share experiences and insights.
During the late 1940s ACE members connected with the emerging body of communications
research. The National Project in Agricultural Communications (NPAC), which ACE was instrumental in forming, became a source of inspiration and growth for research. During that project of the
1950s and early 1960s ACE members improved their understanding of how research can serve their
mission. It also heightened their interest and skills in conducting and using research.
In turn, greater use of research by ACE members helped strengthen the new academic programs
in agricultural communications that were established after the 1960s. The evolution of ACE Quarterly and Journal of Applied Communications as more academic in approach served academic needs of
faculty members and graduate students as well as others in ACE. Analysis reveals a uniquely strong
and continuing interest in conducting research that serves both the professional needs of practicing communicators and other needs for enhancing the body of knowledge about communications
aspects of the many and broadening dimensions of agriculture. Through ACE, practitioners in this
field have partnered with teachers, researchers and students in developing a growing, useful research
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agenda.
Also, historical analysis reveals how, during the past decade, ACE played a key role in establishing a national framework and agenda for agricultural communications research. This leadership
provides another example of how ACE continues to serve the research evolution in agricultural
communications.
What were the significant historical contexts through ACE surrounding the development of service efforts in agricultural communications?
This analysis focused on one of the special services and outreach efforts of ACE during the past
century, as related to academic programming in agricultural communications.
More than 40 years ago, ACE laid the foundation for Agricultural Communicators of Tomorrow
(ACT), the first national professional organization of students in agricultural journalism and communications. ACE did so by accepting a petition from students to serve as parent organization of
ACT. Faculty advisors who helped students conceive and plan the organization were active members
of ACE, as have been most faculty advisors during the past four decades.
Analysis reveals how this service effort by ACE, begun in 1970, has continued to date. Through
that service, the ACE organization and ACE members across the nation have enhanced the development of thousands of young men and women for their professional careers. Analysis has revealed
how efforts within ACE to support students through their ACT organization have taken many
forms across the years.
ACE also has provided valuable support for faculty members, serving (through joint ACT meetings with ACE) as the first national forum for those who teach and conduct research in this field.
That service to faculty members and graduate students has continued, taking more structured form
through ACE Special Interest Groups in Academic Programs and Research.

Conclusions, Recommendations and Future Implications

Clearly, the ACE organization and individuals within it have served as the bedrock for development of agricultural communications as an academic discipline as well as a field of professional
practice. ACE has done so across all dimensions of the land grant mission – teaching, research and
service.
•

•
•

Sometimes progress has been quiet and out of view. At other times it has been sparked by
substantial, highly-visible projects and initiatives such as the million-dollar National Project in
Agricultural Communications of the 1950s and establishment more recently of a national and
international research framework and initiative.
Sometimes progress has been unexpected, such as the experience of parenting the Agricultural
Communicators of Tomorrow student organization. At other times, steps toward progress have
been carefully planned.
Sometimes progress has emerged through organizational programming and oversight. At other
times, progress came through the varied and creative services of individual ACE members on
campuses throughout the nation.

In combination, these achievements have greatly strengthened development of agricultural
communications in the academic community. They also reveal the value of close ties between (a)
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courses, degree programs, research agendas and other academic programming and (b) the day-to-day
activities, skills, creativity and insights of those who practice as professionals within the discipline.
Looking forward, missions of the agricultural communications discipline will be well served by
a collaborative approach to strengthening these close ties within the academic community. ACE remains the most logical, promising and effective organizational platform for doing so. LaRae Donnellan identified a major aspect of that uniqueness in a Signals column during 1997. She suggested that
what makes ACE unique is that it, more than any other professional group, “exposes us to a breadth
of tools and processes and activities and specializations we face within the context of our jobs. If we
are effective at what we do, we must be integrators and interpreters and collaborators. We must be
creative. We must be relevant” (Donnellan, 1997).
Following are recommended stops for doing so during the years ahead:
1. On campuses, encourage administrative and operational structures and arrangements that
strongly connect agricultural communications students, teachers and researchers with communications practitioners who serve Extension Services, Experiment Station/Research services
and other related programs. Continue efforts to position all as full partners in the teaching,
research and service mission of colleges and universities.
2. Enhance collaborative efforts among agricultural communications faculty members and practitioners to provide informal and credit-based opportunities to help current professionals
(agricultural journalists and communicators, Extension specialists and educators, agricultural
scientists and others) grow in their understanding and skills in using personal and mediated
communications.
3. Foster more decision-guiding research, decision data and evaluation efforts that connect communication theory with sound and effective practice.
4. Continue to strengthen the Journal of Applied Communications in the special role of highlighting effective practice and advancing the development of new knowledge about communications
related to agriculture.
5. Through internships, employment, mentoring and other means, encourage communications
units and individual ACE members to nurture the development of students preparing to become professionals in this field.
6. Create forums that involve a broader range of stakeholders in discussing needs and opportunities for agricultural communications as a professional and academic field. For example, forums
might involve academic administrators, communications scholars and those who teach and
conduct research in agriculture subject areas, as well as agricultural communications practitioners, faculty members and students.
7. Take steps to analyze and assess more clearly the hybrid vigor and academic contributions of
organizations such as ACE that, across decades, consistently and in unique ways advance partnerships of theory and practice within the academic community.
8. Develop ways to engage more fully, in teaching and research, communicators associated with
the U. S. Department of Agriculture and other public agencies involved in agriculture-related
matters.
9. Continue efforts to keep curricula focused on helping students master journalistic skills as a
basic foundation for our degree programs.
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10. Maintain high academic standards in communications and journalism, no matter if students are
taking core courses within our programmatic curriculum or outside our program (journalism or
communications program).
11. To that end, we must build strong relationships, when possible, with our colleagues in journalism/communication schools.
12. Create opportunities for students and professionals to interact and become involved in international opportunities, fostering an understanding of cross-cultural communications.
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